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Kayaking guide rescues drowning boys.

Isaac Green, Student Body President, talks about bacon, off-campus parties, Boettcher, his summer, dancing, and
Beyoncé.
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overnight no more

Costs, lack of use end after-hours care
This summer, the
college announced
that it would end
Jesse Paul
overnight hours at
Editor-in-Chief
Boettcher
Health
Center and add more daytime service
for the 2013-2014 academic year, citing
a lack of patient visits, costs, and liability
as being the reasons behind the move.
The change means community members needing health assistance after
HEALTH

Morse faces
recall next week

Colorado Springs
has been the reAnsel Carpenter
cent subject of
Copy Editor
national attention
and political focus
surrounding the effort to recall local
State Sen. John Morse over his support
of gun control legislation.
Morse – who is the president of the
Colorado Senate, the Democratic chief
in the body, and one of two state legislators facing recall over gun control – will
have to face voters
on Sept. 10. His
district includes
Colorado College.
The gun control
package,
shepherded
through
the Senate by
Morse,
includes
universal
background checks for
firearms purchasSen. John Morse
es and a 15-round
ammunition limit on magazines. It has
been called the firmest restriction on
guns passed in the country.
State Senator Angela Giron (D-Pueblo)
also faces a recall for the gun control
package. All in all, the New York Times
reports, over $2 million – much of it outof-state money – has been spent on the
two recalls by both sides.
Many political commentators view the
recall efforts, which are the first-ever
successful attempts by voters wanting
to oust Colorado legislators, as a proxy
for the much larger national debate on
government regulation of firearms. Already, out-of-state donors supporting
both sides have begun marshaling their
forces.
Backers and opponents of gun control
hope to use the senators’ recalls to set
an example nationally. If the two are recalled, opponents of gun control hope it

hours will have to travel to either Memorial Hospital to the east, or Penrose Hospital to the north.
“No one is going to debate that what
Boettcher had was a value add and we
don’t have that now,” said John Lauer,
Senior Associate Dean of Students and
Director of Residential Life. “It’s one less
service that’s being offered. But we still
have that very large 24/7 safety net.”
The decision came after a three-year
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examination of Boettcher’s services
that the college first commissioned in
2010, including retained consultation
with Hodgkins Beckley Consulting LLC/
Steven L. Beckley and Associates Incorporated, a healthcare management and
benefits consultant specializing in higher education.
An internal committee, headed by Dan
Johnson, Professor of Economics, also
was involved in the evaluation.
The consultant recommended that the
college end overnight service, but a community survey revealed the move would
be wildly unpopular among students
and parents.
“At that time, the consultants surveyed

the college community — faculty, staff,
students, and parents — and one of the
feedback points was around the overnight services,” Lauer said. “At that point,
it was clear from the survey data that no
one supported eliminating the overnight
services. In general, they thought that
was a bad idea. Consistently, student
feedback said that was a bad idea.”
But after a reanalysis last academic
year, college leadership decided to close
the clinic’s doors at night.
The 2010 study found that 60 percent
of the time Boettcher was empty at night
and that the other 40 percent of the time
BOETTCHER: page 6
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Winkler in action on the CC hockey team.
Photos courtesy of Communications.

In memoriam: CC remembers Scott Winkler

Scott Winkler, a CC graduate of the class of 2013 and an integral member of the hockey
team, passed away at home in Asker, Norway on June 12, 2013. He was 23 years old.
Finding the words
to express my sorArchie Skalbeck
row for the passing
Guest Writer
of Scott has been
extremely hard. I
will remember Scott as an extraordinary
athlete, outstanding leader, and a very
hard worker, but, above all, I will remember Scott as an unbelievable friend.
I was fortunate enough to play on
Scott’s line this past year, and if I wasn’t
playing well, Scott was always the guy
to cheer my spirits. I remember numerous times feeling down on the bench and
feeling like I was letting down my team,
IN MEMORIAM

but then I would hear Scott’s voice.
“Starchie, shake it off; we’re gonna get
one next shift.”
Scott called me Starchie, and he had a
nickname for everyone on the team.
Hearing this from a guy like Scott, who
is well respected and loved so much by
the team, meant everything to me. There
are countless stories I wish I could share
with you, but the one that will stick with
me for a lifetime happened this past year.
I was in an economics class with this
kid who really didn’t fit in and didn’t
have many friends. I happened to be
randomly paired with him for a group

project.
At practice that day I was telling Winks
(Scott’s nickname) about this kid that I
was grouped with, and I was explaining
to Winks what he looked like and telling
him how awkward this kid was.
Immediately, Scott recognized whom I
was describing.
I was shocked, and then Scott said: “I
was in a class with him and I felt bad
‘cause he had no one to partner with so I
invited him into our group. He’s actually
a really funny guy. Starch you will get a
WINKLER: page 12

A BURNING SUMMER • NEWS 2

Editor Jesse Paul discusses the summer’s tragedies

News about the greater CC community is available all day on Twitter. Tweet @catalystnews to join the stream now.
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From the editor

Recovering from
the summer

This summer
was unfathomable.
Just weeks after
graduating
from
CC, Scott Winkler,
an integral member
of the hockey team
and one of the kindest souls on campus, passed away at
home in Norway.
We were robbed
of the chance to
ever know Paul
Nahon, an incoming transfer student
from Missouri who was slated to play on
the tennis team. Nahon died after a fall
while hiking on Long’s Peak in Rocky
Mountain National Park.
And then there were the natural disasters.
The Pikes Peak region burned yet
again, then flooded as the last embers
simmered out in Black Forest and the
Royal Gorge.
Almost 500 homes burned in Black
Forest and dozens more were damaged
and destroyed in and around Manitou
Springs after floods from the Waldo Canyon burn scar sent charred debris rocketing down canyons near Ute Pass.
People were uprooted, and some lost
their lives.
I saw destruction here so powerful
that it made headlines throughout the
country, which brought love and support
from all over.
Our college community and the region
are limping — we’re trying to get back
on our feet and head forward. And we
can. And we will.
Before a morning press conference for
the Black Forest fire in mid-June, I began
listening to conversation between two
women who had come to hear if their
homes had survived the blaze the night
before.
An overnight infrared flyover showed
that the fire was most intense in pockets near their front doors, making hope
a hard thing to come by.
One of the women had a broken leg
and was using a scooter to get around
the grassy area near the Rampart Range
Campus of the Pikes Peak Community
College, which had become the media
hub.
This woman was working her way toward the microphone mount where El
Paso County Sheriff Terry Maketa was
preparing to address dozens of media
personnel when a videographer boxed
her out.
She scoffed at the videographer, and
then scooted back, smiling.
After the conference, I went up and
expressed my frustration that someone
would interfere during such a sensitive
time and to say how I hoped her home
would be OK.
She told me parts of her story — how
she had packed up all her belongings
and sped away from the fire with smoke
in her rearview mirror. She hurried the
kids and her belongings into a car and
left thinking she would never see her
home again.
“What are you going to do if it’s gone?”
I asked her.
She paused for a minute, looked down
and then back at me.
“If our house burned down, I can deal
with it in a frantic way or I can see the
silver lining,” she said. “I want to see the
silver lining.”
COMMENTARY
Jesse Paul
Editor-In-Chief
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VDP: Postponed to give freshmen “more time”

Video Dance
Party
(VDP),
an
event
that
for
Jack Sweeney
many
years
has
Managing Editor
taken place during New Student Orientation, encapsulating the first-year experience, has been
indefinitely rescheduled to occur during
first semester.
“There was never a date scheduled for
VDP this year. We wanted to give firstyears a chance to get their feet under
them, figure out what their philosophy
is about how they’re going to handle
themselves at events like this,” Bethany
Grubbs, Student Life Specialist, said. “We
wanted to give them a little more time.”
An event known as “Active with Athletics,” hosted and run by the athletic
department, replaced VDP’s spot last
Monday night. The event took a different approach to breaking the ice among
freshman by encouraging active, healthy
lifestyles and good eating habits.
VDP served yearly as the first opportunity for freshmen to experience CC
nightlife — a wild introduction to some
of the more wild parts of college. “I remember lights in my face and people I
don’t know,” sophomore Robert Peroutka said when recounting his VDP experience. “I irresponsibly took eight shots in
the span of 15 minutes. Had some short
shorts on. Great time.”
Campus Activities decided last academic year to remove VDP from NSO.
However, administrators, including
Rochelle Mason, an Associate Dean of
Students who helps oversee campus
activities, expressed concern at the almost-always wild behavior at VDP.
“It’s concerning when the tone isn’t
right for on-campus events,” Mason said.
“We don’t want students saying they
were told by upperclassmen that the
tradition is to always pre-game or drink
heavily before you come to these types
CAMPUS ACTIVITIES

of events. That’s not a message we want
our returning students to send to our
first years under any circumstances.”
Mason does have a point about the inherent nature of the event. Drinking is
almost a given.
“I chose not to drink that night because I was in soccer, and that really
changed the mood for me. I was so overwhelmed,” sophomore Kendall Kultgen,
said of her VDP. “It was so scary and
overwhelming. So much going on. There
was this guy with a beard near us that
just wouldn’t go away.”
A party called RIP VDP was hosted at
an off-campus house during NSO week
as a response to the events change-ofdate.
“VDP is honestly the same as most
other house parties so what’s the point,”
freshman Sam Stewart, said of VDP. “Instead of going to a school thing we went
out.”
Originally, VDP was scheduled for
Sept, 13, but a student raised concern
about the event’s concurrence with Yom
Kippur, the most holy Jewish holiday of
the year.
Also, the event would have occurred
during Greek recruitment’s “dry week,”
a period in time in which rushing students cannot drink.
“The date [for VDP] is still up in the

air,” Mason said.
VDP is similar to a format found at several other CC functions held during the
year, including one on Halloween and an
event called “Ice Age” during the winter.
Campus Activities was approached by
the Athletic Department several months
ago suggesting a way to showcase
healthy lifestyles and how to get active
with athletics.
“Our orientation programs are something that we are constantly accessing,”
Mason said. “Sometimes there’s overhauls, sometimes there’s tweaks. This
was a major addition.”
Active with Athletics was highly attended and activities included shooting
pucks with the hockey team, touring the
gym, healthy snacks, and serving tennis
balls.
“We had at least 802 people attend ‘Active with Athletics,’” Grubbs said.
A relatively sober midnight breakfast
followed the event.
“It was very successful in terms of
student conduct,” Mason said. “Lots of
times at midnight breakfast we have to
talk to several people about their behavior. It was impressive.”
The rescheduled VDP will be held in
Worner, contrary to its typical location
under the welcome tent in front of Cutler Hall, college officials said.

Students celebrate VDP 2012. Photo by Beryl Coulter.

Colorado Springs crime, in brief
BURGLARIES INVESTIGATED

The Colorado Springs Police are investigating several commercial burglaries that occurred early Tuesday
morning, police said.
Officers were dispatched to several
businesses on burglary calls south of
downtown and verified that they had
been broken into, including the Kohl’s
Department Store at 2725 Janitell Rd.,
the Family Dollar store at 1736 Circle
Dr. and the Cricket store at 2850 S.
Academy Blvd.
“The information gathered during
the investigation showed the three
burglaries were possibly connected,”
police said. “The investigation is continuing.”

BAT, KNIFE USED IN ASSAULT

Police arrested a man early Sunday morning after he allegedly attacked his girlfriend with a knife and
a baseball bat in southeast Colorado
Springs.
Francisco Rosado, 23, has been
charged with second-degree assault
and misdemeanor domestic violence
charges in connection with the attack.
At 1:14 a.m. police responded to an
apartment on the 700 block of Chapman Drive following reports of a disturbance. Police say an investigation
revealed that Rosado was involved in
an argument and started battling with
others in the residence.
Police said Rosado fled the scene

prior to their arrival, but returned
around 4 a.m. Officers were again
dispatched to the home and took him
into custody.
“Neither victim was transported to
the hospital [for] their injuries,” police said.

MARIJUANA BUST

Detectives assigned to the Metro,
Vice, Narcotics and Intelligence Division arrested four people in connection with an investigation into to
marijuana distribution in the Colorado Springs area on Monday, police
said.
At 3 p.m. detectives completed a
narcotics transaction at Room To
Grow, an unlicensed medical marijuana facility. Joshua Heney, Brandon
Beene, Bradly Sweany and Justin Sargent were taken into custody in relation to the investigation, police said.
“The Colorado Springs Police Department has seen a trend in individuals selling large amounts of marijuana to persons from out of state,”
police said in a news release. “These
persons are transporting marijuana
out of state for sale in other states.
Some states that have seen this activity are Kansas, New York, Tennessee,
Florid, and Illinois.”
A total of three pounds of marijuana
and 1.6 grams of oxycodone were recovered, according to police. Police
allege the marijuana recovered was

slated for transport and distribution
out-of-state.

UNDERCOVER DRUG OPERATION
An undercover investigation into
heroin distribution led to the arrest of
three people last Thursday afternoon
at a hotel room just south of campus,
police said.
Police say they recovered 31 grams
of heroin, 1 gram of cocaine, a .40
caliber handgun, and nearly $5,000 in
cash from room 22 at the Sun Springs
Motel on the 1400 block of S. Nevada
Avenue at approximately 1 p.m.
An undercover operation last
Wednesday led police to serve a
search warrant at the motel the following day, police said.

CHILD INJURED IN ACCIDENT
A four-year-old girl is recovering
after she fell out of a second story
apartment window last Wednesday
afternoon, police said.
“Investigation revealed the bedroom window was open and a screen
was in place but the child leaned/
pushed on the screen,” police said in a
news release. “The child fell approximately 21 feet to the ground below.”
The child was taken to the hospital
and treated for the incident, which
occurred just before 4 p.m.
“There are no indications to believe
this is anything other than an unfortunate accident,” police said.
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Continued from page 1

...will help prevent other politicians from
passing similar laws. Supports of gun
control hope that unsuccessful recall attempts will embolden would-be firearm
restriction-supporting legislators across
the country.
The Washington Post reported that
New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg, billionaire and founder of the advocacy group Mayors Against Illegal
Guns, has already donated $350,000 to
oppose the effort. U.S. Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand (D-NY), sometimes talked of as
a possible contender in the 2016 presidential election, has thrown resources
behind Giron.
On the other side, American for Prosperity, run by billionaire businessmen
and conservative donors Charles and
David Koch, has sent out mass mailings
to residents.
The National Rifle Association, one of
the largest and most influential interest
groups in the country, has given money
and support to the recall.
Both sides have attempted to cash in
on the outside money and influence.
Opponents of the recall say that outside groups such as the NRA are trying
to intimidate politicians into not passing
what supports frequently call “commonsense” gun control reforms.
“I’m guessing he’ll be retained – but
recall elections are hard to predict,”

said Tom Cronin, CC’s McHugh Professor of Leadership Studies who has written a book about Colorado politics and
recently wrote an article for the Denver
Post about the election.
Despite the influx of money, said Cronin, “It is hard to tell what impact this
will have – because it is so late.” He
added that he believed the recall is “inappropriate and unnecessary.”
Despite the apparent liberalism of the
district and higher campaign spending
levels by pro-Morse groups, his success
in the recall is not assured.
Several left-leaning groups have criticized him for his anti-legalization stance
on marijuana.
While Morse’s district—with a population approaching 150,000—includes
the eastern part of the generally conservative, anti-gun control portion of
Colorado Springs, it also includes parts
of the liberal Manitou Springs and CC. In
the 2012 election, data shows that Pres.
Barack Obama won Morse’s district with
59 percent of the vote.
Directly after the passage of Amendment 64, which legalized and allowed
regulation of recreational marijuana in
Colorado, Morse introduced legislation
to overturn and limit this passage. The
Marijuana Policy Project, which advocates legalization, named him the worst
legislator in the country on the issue.
In addition to the tepid-at-best support of some liberals, Morse faces sheer

Over the summer, in an attempt to increase
Colleen Leong
the margin of
Staff Writer
all-college environmental sustainability, CC’s grounds
crew aimed to implement changes
brought about by the college’s Strategic Planning committees. The solution—xeric landscaping.
“Many college campuses are moving
toward efforts to decrease negative effects on the environment; it’s becoming
a commonplace,” Christine Siddoway,
CC Professor of Geology, co-chair of the
Strategic Planning Committee on CC as
a Distinctive Place of Learning, said.
Students, faculty, and alumni contributed thoughts to the committee, and
ecological conservation of the campus
was a widespread sentiment.
“Xeric landscaping is a practical aspect of planting that incorporates
plants that have come from or are
equilibrated to the Colorado environment,” Siddoway said, “These plants
are drought tolerant and are capable of
surviving in our high plains ecosystem
that borders on a montane [ecosystem].”
Summer work focused on the planting of such xeric plants. The plants are
environmentally sound, a fine choice
for Colorado’s semi-arid climate, and
attract pollinators such as honeybees,
hummingbirds, and butterflies. Siddoway also stresses the aesthetic appeal
of such plants.
“Sustainability, by its very definition,

is about meeting needs – needs of all
groups and classes of people, now and
into the future, within the carrying capacity of the systems we exist within,”
Ian Johnson, CC’s new sustainability
manager, said.
Integrating native plants into the
campus greenery is merely one facet of
increasing on-campus environmental
sustainability. Other movements include using graywater (recycled wastewater) for irrigation as opposed to using purified water, irrigating lawns and
trees during nighttime hours to reduce
evaporation, and using downspouts
that deliver precipitation from roofs
and gutters into landscaping.
This past summer, there have been
three primary points of progress. The
first movement involved the removal of
Shove Chapel’s distinct-but-unsustainable river cobble and the installation of
sustainable shrubs that are watered via
drip irrigation. This provides moisture
specifically to the roots of plants even
below the mulch, aiding in the support
of the native plants.
The second and third points of focus
related to the planting of a pocket xeric
garden on the corner of Cascade Ave.
and Cache La Poudre St. and Johnson’s
hiring. Also, planted outside of Packard
Hall are big bluestem grasses that “add
inspiration to the scene. [The grasses]
add a beautiful aesthetic element that
is maintainable because not a lot of
water [for irrigation] is necessary,” Siddoway said.
Once established, the plants require

demographic challenges. Democrats,
trends show, are less likely to turn out to
vote in non-presidential election years.
“Ground games to get out the vote for
both sides is critical…[one] hundred or
two pro-Morse votes could make the difference,” said Cronin.
Democrats are also less likely to vote
in person, opting instead to mail in their
ballots. In 2012, for example, more than
75 percent of voters in Morse’s district
submitted ballots by mail. Republican Colorado Secretary of State Scott
Gessler’s office has announced that, due
to budget and time constraints, there
will be no mail-in ballots for the recall,
which could be problematic for Morse.
Under the State Constitution, there
are several steps involved in a recall.
The first is collecting enough signatures
to place a candidate on the ballot for recall. Morse opponents needed to collect
7,178 signatures to begin recall process.
They turned in over 16,048 on June 3 of
this year, though some of those signatures have been contested by pro-Morse
factions.
The next step in a recall is the actual
recall decision. That is, voters will decide whether or not they would like to
remove Morse from his position.
If that is successful, the third and final
step is picking a successor. The only person on the ballot for that position is Republican Bernie Herpin, a former Colorado Springs City Councilman.

Xeric landscaping boosts campus sustainability and beauty
SUSTAINABILITY

the catalyst

Xeric plants are drought tolerant and capable of surviving in the Colorado ecosystem.
Photo by Esther Chan.

less water and, given heavy summer
rain conditions, may not require water
at all during the academic year.
On Aug. 27, Cecelia Gonzales, the college horticulturalist, led an installation
of a garden at the corner of Cascade
Ave. and Cache la Poudre St. The garden includes a variety of xeric and native plants.
“Water is a precious thing we have,
and it’s often misused,” Gonzales said.
“It has been brought to both [President
Jill] and the Board of Trustees’ attention that [we as a campus] have to be
more responsible with water usage,
this new garden being an example.”
Siddoway emphasizes that such native plants help to harmonize Colorado College, an urban setting, with the
natural environment. Syncing Colorado
Springs and the environment results in
a more coherent and coordinated atmosphere around campus.
As for future objectives, Johnson said
the college hopes to update greenhouse gas inventory on an annual basis
and implement annual Sustainability
Tracking, Assessment, and Rating System (STARS) reporting on broad sustainability efforts across campus.
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>>> The sale of recreational marijuana was banned by the Colorado
Springs City Council in a 5-4 vote late
July.
Amendment 64, the voter-decided
legislation that passed last November
calling for the legalization of recreation
marijuana under standards similar to
alcohol regulation, allows municipalities and unincorporated areas of counties to ban—or “opt-out” of—the sale
of cannabis. The El Paso County Commissioners opted-out of recreational
marijuana in unincorporated areas last
Spring.
Other surrounding towns, including Fountain, Palmer Lake, Monument,
Green Mountain Falls, and Woodland
Park, have all opted-out of the sale of
recreational marijuana.
For individuals over the age of 21,
possession of marijuana in quantities
up to one ounce and use in a private setting is currently legal in Colorado. Last
year, Colorado College said that students caught smoking marijuana on or
off campus would be disciplined as was
mandated prior to the passing of the
new legislation.

>>> Miro Kummel, an associate professor of Environmental Science at CC,
has set out to investigate the changing
tree line on Pikes Peak with the help
of students and the support of Lyydon
grants and Student Faculty Collaboration grants, the college said.
“The team is trying to further understand the microclimatic conditions that
are put into motion by the migrating
tree line. As the trees warm up the surrounding area, more trees can grow,
creating a positive feedback loop,” senior Ellie Nesbit told the college.

>>> Teach for America named Colorado College among the top contributing colleges and universities of its size.
“For the past six years, Colorado College has ranked among the top contributing colleges and universities of
its size,” Shawnee Cohn, a spokesman
for the organization, told The Catalyst.
“This year it ranks at 15th with 11 2013
graduates joining the incoming corps.
Additionally, about 10 percent of CC’s
graduating seniors applied to Teach
For America’s 2013 corps. Throughout Teach For America’s 23-year history, over 138 CC alumni have taught as
corps members.”

>>> The El Paso County Public
Health was accredited by the Public
Health Accreditation Board last week,
The county is the first public health
agency in Colorado to gain that status.
“El Paso County Public Health is
among five high-performing health
departments to receive accreditation
this year; the total number of PHAB-accredited health departments across the
United States is 19,” the county said in a
press release.
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Incoming first-years prove humbly brilliant

According to
school officials,
CC’s Class of 2017
Eliza Carter
is fairly diverse,
Staff Writer
unusually intelligent, and composed of quintessentially
accomplished yet humble CC students.
The Class of 2017’s high school academic performance is certainly worth
noting. 28 percent of its students were in
the top 1% of their class in high school,
59% were in the top five percent, 76 percent were in the top 10 percent, and 96
percent were in the top percent.
The Class of 2017’s median test scores
are no less impressive. With a median
combined SAT score (2400 scale) of
2080 and median composite ACT score
of 32, our new students surpass the national average by about 30 percent.
The incoming class also boasts members of diverse demographics, with 28
percent American ethnic minorities, 7
percent international students, and 4
percent dual citizens. The aforementioned international students come from
32 different countries, including nations
as far-flung as Nepal, Kyrgyzstan, and Sri
Lanka.
The Office of Minority and International Students has a finely-tuned system
for helping underrepresented demographics adjust to life at CC. “We work
very closely with the Admissions Office
throughout the admissions process,”
said Director of the Office of Minority
and International Students Roger Smith
OMIS maintains a significant presence
throughout students’ introductions to
CC. “We do reach out to American ethnic minority, first-generation, and international students over the summer
and make ourselves available to them
throughout pre-arrival and NSO,” said
Smith.
However, the Admissions Office does
not actively target specific percentages

related to diversity. “We do go into it
knowing that diversity is important, and
although we don’t have specific goals,
we usually do a good job representing
the world,” said Garcia.
This means that diversity tends to be
acknowledged later in the admissions
process. “[Diversity] tends to come after
the fact,” said Garcia.
Garcia made clear that the overriding
quality the admissions office searches
for is academic and personal achievement. “The basic criteria that we have
for all of our students is that they have to
have...a standard set of qualifications in
terms of academic and personal engagements, although individually unique,” he
said.
In regards to financial aid, CC is needaware. “We have a finite budget that we
can’t overspend,” Garcia said. “Not only
do we have to worry about ‘do we have
525 students?’ but the big question is
‘can we support them financially once
they are admitted?”
Garcia maintained that decisions regarding students’ financial needs are
driven by economic realities. “We have
about 25 million dollars in financial aid;
we can’t spend 35 million dollars in financial aid,” he said.
These circumstances are far from novel
in CC’s history. “We’ve been need-aware
the whole 25 years I’ve been here,” Garcia said.
“We were very selective this year,” said
Garcia. “We had a little over 5700 applications and we admitted about 1200 applicants.”
This year, CC admitted about 22 percent of its applicants. The general trend
is that it is becoming increasingly selective over the years, with admission decreasing by 1 percent in a single year
from last year’s 23 percent.
This figure is the average of early- and
regular-action admission rates, which

Recently, the
students
of
Colorado College
Emilia Whitmer
have been placed
Guest Writer
in a position of
unexpected importance in a historically
significant recall election set to occur
Sept. 10.
On Tuesday, a State Senate recall vote
will take place for the first time in Colorado history. This vote has been called
to decide on the potential removal of
two democratic State Senators, Angela
Giron of Pueblo, and John Morse of Colorado Springs who represents our Colorado College community.
Ben Quam, recent Colorado College
alum campaigning for Morse through
the organization A Whole Lot of People
For John Morse, stresses his hope for the
support of voters from Colorado College
owing to the liberal reputation of the
school.
Quam expressed the worries they had
when the recall was originally planned
to take place mid-August before the arrival of the majority of Colorado College
students.
However, now that the election dates
have been moved, the students of CC
have become the main target for Morse’s
campaigners.
Supporters of Morse have been active-

ly campaigning around school the past
week, making up for the limited time
they have.
The most importance task they have,
according to Quam, is informing students registered to vote in Colorado
about the election, which has proven
difficult since many students have only
been on campus for less than a week.
If enough students come to out to vote
this week, Quam predicts that the Colorado College population will have a great
impact on this election.
Quam also emphasizes the importance
of students at CC to be involved in local
politics, no matter the election or their
political views.
“The students at CC are an important
part of the Springs and are impacted by
local laws,” Quam said. “We are working
hard to make sure students know they
can vote and should be voting.”
Working with the CC Dems Club and
CCSGA, A Whole Lot of People For John
Morse has arranged rides this week
leaving from Worner to the closest polling center located at 200 S. Cascade Ave.
for all CC students.
Those eligible to vote can do so Thursday through Saturday and Monday from
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Tuesday from 7 a.m.
to 7 p.m., when the final vote will be decided.

LOCAL POLITICS

Colorado Springs Recall Election:
Senator John Morse supporters
push for the CC vote
LOCAL POLITICS

differ considerably. 36 percent of early
action applicants were admitted, in contrast to approximately 15 percent of regular-action applicants.
The process of recruiting and vetting
potential students begins fairly early in
students’ high school careers. “The actual cycle that a student takes from being
someone that’s interested to someone
that actually shows up is fairly long…we
start it in December or January of the
students’ junior year,” Garcia said.
This process initially casts a wide net
before combing through applicants
more selectively. “We have probably
about 30,000 students in our system,”
Garcia said. “We message them and say,
hey, take a look at Colorado College,
we’ve got some great things to offer.”
Garcia stressed that getting to know
students on a personal level is a crucial
aspect of the application process. “We’re
building a relationship with them because they’re trying to decide where to
place Colorado College on their list of
priorities,” he said.
Garcia was also enthusiastic about
students who have been admitted after
they were placed on the waiting list.
“In March, we ask the students who
weren’t admitted if they would like to be
on the waiting list, and if they say yes, we
reconsider them in May,” he said. “We’re
really delighted when we can admit
someone from the waiting list, because
they’re the ones that are really interested and who missed admission by a very
small margin.”
Garcia noted that members of the Class
of 2017, like most CC students in his experience, are averse to self-aggrandizement despite impressive records. “This
is a purely anecdotal argument, but I
believe that our students are intellectual giants, but they’re very unassuming
about it. They’re not prone to talk about
it,” he said.

HAPPENINGS
- The CCSGA Executive Council is
working to compile a report of statistics and information to release
within the next ten days in order
to best educate our student body
about the reasoning behind the
reduced hours at the Boettcher
Health Center. Please feel free to
contact Emily Spiegel, CCSGA VP
for Student Concerns, with any
questions or comments.
- CCSGA is running a shuttle service
to help students reach polling stations for the John Morse recall election. This is the current schedule:
Fri 9/6 (1-3)
Sat 9/7 (1-3)
Mon 9/9 (1-3)
Tues 9/10 (2-5)

The shuttle would take 15 minutes
to get from campus to the voting
center, and leave campus every 30
minutes starting at 1 PM (2 PM
Tuesday).
- CCSGA will be holding full council elections the second Thursday
of Block Two. More information
about how to run for full council will be released in the coming
weeks.
There are no budget updates to report.

Editor’s Note: CCSGA Happenings provides
our readers with access to information
they need to become involved in campus issues. Events and news here are provided by
CCSGA and compiled/edited by our staff.
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Isaac Green, Student Body President, talks about bacon, offcampus parties, Boettcher, his summer, dancing and Beyoncé.

10
QUESTIONS

...with Brooks

Fleet

STYLE
EDITOR

How was your summer?
Fantastic. I worked for Organizing for Action, a non-pro�it social welfare organization that advocates for the agenda of President Obama. I also loved getting to spend time at home with
my family.
What are you looking forward to this year?
Spending my senior year with great people and meeting new students.

What do you think about Boettcher ending 24/7 hours?
Student health on campus is a top priority. If any students have speci�ic questions or concerns,
they should de�initely come talk to me. But our focus now must be how to best equip students with
the resources and information they need to navigate the change.

Why weren’t any students involved in this decision?
If consulted, I’d imagine that students would have said, “Of course we still want
Boettcher to be open.” From the administration’s perspective, looking at how little
Boettcher was actually used during those hours, the outrageously high per-patient cost, and the safety concerns of having only one person on staff during late
hours, it appeared unsustainable. I still would have liked students to have input,
though.
What do you think about the VDP being moved again?
As long as we have VDP, I’ll be on the dance �loor.

What changes would you like to see at CC this year?
More collaboration with the Colorado Springs community would be great. I’d love
to have student and community member musical concerts and community service
projects. The more we get involved, the better.

Do you think there needs to be more transparency between the student body and
the administration?
Part of my role as Student Body President is to help provide students with information
about various administrative decisions and actions. One of many opportunities for students to engage is a town hall meeting on Sept. 16 to go over the status of the strategic
plan and what we will be doing moving forward.

How can Colorado College improve our relationship with Colorado Springs?
Being good neighbors in our city community can’t be understated. The relationship on
the whole is shaped by every small individual interaction. It’s up to every one of us—
students, staff, administration, faculty, and members of the community—to simply start a
friendly conversation and build personal, individual relationships.

Photo by
Brendan Young

Do you have any advice for �irst-years?
Take intellectual risks, get to know your professors, hold yourselves to the highest standard in everything you do, and, most importantly, waiting is a decision. You will have an
opportunity to do something cool almost every day here, and every time you say, “Maybe
next time,” or “I’ll do that later,” you are missing an opportunity to do something amazing.
Don’t wait for things to happen; make things happen.

What’s the best theme for a party you’ve ever heard?
Bacon and Beyoncé. Easy.

CAMPUS SAFETY BLOTTER
@brooksbooks 45 FIRST BLOCK LET’S
DO THIS YALL #MAKESMARTCHOICES
#CCTOPTWEETS
#COLORADOCOOLLEGE -- 3 days ago

@bigDmulc009 @catalystnews been
there done that #cctoptweets -- 7 days
ago

@CDiRusso @jaesalinas i know. my parents pay her to basically go on vacation.
at Colorado College they take 1 class at a
time -- 2 days ago

@csindependent Letters: @ColoradoCollege “students partying in the streets, alleys, yards & porches as if this were Bourbon St.” -- Yesterday

@hiimjake22 @EatSleepDan @Choldendorf colorado college is not of the random breed -- Yesterday

@JessDBennett Filming the 13-14 hockey commercial with @wolv74 @jcollett21 and Krushelnyski #nchc #cctigers
#lotso�laughs -- 11 days ago

@MarthaPerezSanz
15,000
acres
burned, 38,000 people evacuated- Send
love and good energy to beautiful, colorful, Colorado #BlackForestFire -- 84 days
ago
@drewcy_couture #karaoke #coloradosprings #thatisall -- 50 days ago

@OwenPerkinsHD2 Join CC Dems, DeGette, & Morse to rally students: Student-Sponsored Rally: Stand with John
Morse http://www.coloradocollege.edu/
events/2013-09-06-student-sponsoredrally-stand-with-john-morse … via @
coloradocollege -- Yesterday

SUNDAY 8/25
An intoxicated person was around 3:05 p.m. The bike
reportedly disruptive at the has not been recovered.
Loomis exterior at 5:00 a.m.
The case was referred.
MONDAY 9/2
An attempted theft was reTHURSDAY 8/29
ported at the Antero exterior
A verbal altercation was re- around 12:20 a.m. The susported in the C-1 parking lot pect was caught and issued a
around 2:15 p.m. The case criminal trespass warning.
was closed with no prosecution.
A drug violation was reported in the E-1 parking lot
SUNDAY 9/1
around 1:25 a.m. The person
A bike was reported stolen was under the age of 21, and
from the Loomis exterior the case was referred.
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BOETTCHER: ‘The officers know... to make the decision as best they can’
Continued from page 1.

the health center was only minimally
utilized. Of the 4,600 patient visits
last year, 270 were during the overnight hours.
About one percent of all Boettcher
visits were alcohol-related, the college said.
College administrators also saw the
basic service during overnight hours
— which were limited to one registered nurse — as both problematic in
terms of risk and standard of care.
Also, since overnight services were
difficult to bill, including the use of
observation beds and quick consults,
the cost often fell on college reserves.
Last year, CC spent $200,000 paying
for after-hours visits.
Until the 2011-2012 academic year,
Boettcher was staffed and maintained
by college employees. Each year, the
center spent about $1.1 million on
student healthcare, roughly half of
which was returned after billing.
In the fall of 2011, the college entered a lease-agreement with Health
Professionals Limited to manage
the health center, a relationship that
ended after only one academic year.
HPL ran one other higher-education
health facility at a community college
and their parent company specialized
in corrections healthcare.
“About halfway through that year,
both parties decided to end that relationship at the end of the academic
year,” Lauer said.
At the start of last year, the college
began working with Colorado Springs
Health Partners, a relationship that
has since been successful and positive, college officials said.
Under the now-utilized agreement,

CSHP leases Boettcher from the school
and CC pays for the utilities and upkeep of the space.
CSHP agreed with the decision to
end overnight hours at Boettcher and
decided to add more nurse practitioner hours later into the night to better
serve students, the college said.
Boettcher will open 7 a.m. and offer nurse practitioner care from 10:30
a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday through Friday,
and from noon to 5 p.m. Saturday and
Sunday, Lauer said in an all-college
email sent this summer.
The end of overnight hours upset
many in the community, including dozens who took to Facebook to complain
of the move, citing concerns about student welfare and access to emergency
healthcare.
One concern is that students without cars might have a difficult time
finding their way to the emergency
room. However, the college says Campus Safety officers are often available
to transport ailing students and that
the college’s taxi voucher program will
remain in place to help subsidize costs
and find rides.
“The officers know in the context to
make the decision as best they can,”
Lauer said. “They have to make a decision based on what else [is happening].
Obviously, if we use a campus safety officer to transport someone to the hospital or to urgent care they are not on
campus.”
Another concern encircles the highcost of emergency room care, which,
according U.S. Dept. of Health, costs
about $1,000 on average.
Also, some said they were worried
that students might be less willing to
seek medical care because of the lack
of availability and proximity to cam-

pus.
Lauer said that the new policy
wouldn’t impact CC’s amnesty policies
— which allow students under the influence of drugs or alcohol to seek help
without repercussions —and that college officials always want to work towards an environment where students
are not afraid to ask for help.
Last week, representatives from the
Colorado College Student Government
Association met with Lauer to discuss
the change in policy.
“In light of the decision to reduce
Boettcher’s nighttime operating hours,
CCSGA will remain attentive to both
the needs of students and the college,”
the student government said in a statement to The Catalyst. “Executive Council is working to compile a report of
statistics and information to release
within the next ten days in order to
best educate our student body about
the reasoning behind this decision.”
CCSGA representatives also encouraged students with questions or concerns to contact Emily Spiegel, CCSGA
Vice President for Student Concerns.
Some parents and students felt as if
the email announcing the move was
misleading, which discussed the end of
overnight hours in one sentence of an
email titled “Boettcher Health Center:
New Hours of Operation.”

As the third
Residential Life
Megan Masuret
Coordinator in
two years, ColoStaff Writer
rado
College
welcomes Taja Werner to Mathias Hall
and the Residential Life staff. Raised
in a military household, Werner never
lived in any place for too long, but Colorado Springs is among the cities she
considers her hometown.
Werner arrived at CC at the end of July
and was quickly ushered into training
sessions, meetings with fellow RLC’s,
and getting to know the department. “I
didn’t have a whole lot of time to transition from being new, but I learned by
doing which is good for me,” Werner
said. With RA training beginning in
early August, Werner wasted no time
learning the ins and outs of her new
position in order to be able to teach her
staff of RAs. “The RAs are fantastic! I
give them the smallest idea and they
run with it to the hundredth degree.
They are so full of energy,” Werner said.
“Taja is very organized, a fast learner,
team oriented, and individually driven.
The student experience is important
to her—therefore she has a strong desire to learn and understand our culture, processes, and policies in order
to best support students,” Assistant Director of Residential Life Sara Rotunno
said.
In addition to photography, exploring new places, and spending time with
her fat cat Bubba, Werner is exceptionally passionate about social justice and

staying up-to-date on the world. “Its
kind of nerdy, but I love to read, and I
love learning,” Werner said. “If I could
live in any era of history, I would live
in the 60s during the civil rights movement. It was an area of change – especially for higher education and human
rights – and I want to be a part of that
change.”
Furthermore, Werner has always
dreamed about being a part of the CC
community because of the countless
opportunities that are not available at
other school. Growing up in Colorado
Springs, she entertained the idea of
studying at CC, but is excited to have
a completely different experience
here now as an adult. She sees it as a
great experience to learn and is “blown
away” by the number of clubs, classes,
and study abroad opportunities unique
to CC.
CC aside, Werner is pleased to be
working with college-aged students.
She describes college as an influential
and malleable time for students with
the infinite changes and experiences
that occur daily. “I thought I had it all
together. I thought I knew who I’d be,
but the person I was when I went to
college is not who I am today,” Werner said. “There are so many chances
to help students and just having one
conversation with someone may be
enough to change a life. And that is the
best feeling in the world.”
Over time, Werner hopes to create a
healthy and happy environment where
students know they are supported.

She explains that to her, the best way
to achieve this goal is by establishing a personal relationship with each
resident. “I am going to be breaking
bread with every community in Mathias. It will take the first seven weeks of
school, but it is important to me to get
to know the community,” Werner said.
Rotunno believes “the ability to build
relationships, support students, provide leadership and guidance in their
community, and build connections
with the RA staff” are the most pertinent qualities to being an RLC. Beyond
satisfying each of these capabilities,
Werner takes her job one step further
and allows herself to be inspired by her
own residents. “What gets me most excited is seeing students not only talk
but do great things. Students here have
great insight, they take initiative, and
they are driven,” Werner said.
With such a passion for students to
accomplish their goals and achieve,
Werner is most nervous about students
not living up to their full potential. “I
worry about student hospitalizations,
their well-being – essentially keeping
students from doing things multiple
times and stopping bad behavior,” Werner said.
“One of the most challenging aspects
of being an RLC is maintaining balance.
There is a lot that is asked of us outside
of normal office hours, and as a result,
making enough time for self-care and
family time can be difficult. We’re here
to make a difference and those opportunities for making a difference don’t

The sentence said: “Given the excellent emergency health care services
within close proximity of the college
(two emergency rooms less than two
miles from the college) and the limitations and expense of overnight services that were previously offered at
Boettcher, the college made the decision to end overnight operations.”
“Any communications attempt
could potentially be misperceived,”
Lauer said. “We’ve sent out over
3,000 emails announcing the change
and we did emphasize what we believe to be the positive element of
the change, which is the expansion of
the clinic hours. We posted it on the
website for a couple of weeks. We’re
not disinterested in talking to people
about the change.”

Photos by
Veronica
Spann.

Mathias Hall welcomes new Residential Life Coordinator
CAMPUS STAFF

always come at opportune times,” Old
Town RLC Emily Fogg said. RLCs Zak
Kroger and Nathan Raugutt additionally emphasize the importance of balance. “We don’t always have control
over how much we work. This means
that sometimes when we can say no,
we need to,” Raugutt said.
Apart from stressing the importance
of a freezer stocked with popsicles,
Kroger offers some words of wisdom
for incoming RLCs: “My advice for a
new RLC would be to make as many
connections with as many residents as
possible. CC students are among some
of the most intelligent, hilarious, and
talented people I have ever met (Loomis RA staff, holla!). CC is unlike any
place else on earth, so take full advantage of that. CC also gives you the ability to do a lot of things, and really let
your strengths and passions flourish.
Find ways you can work those sorts of
things into your job.”

Colorado College’s new RLC
Taja Werner. Photo by Sam Zarky.
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The trouble with Burning Man:
Young professionals: Making
Water at Nevada’s traceless desert the most of your on-campus job
The time is now their �inancial aid package during Block
party
EMPLOYMENT
to secure that on- 1. Many positions are �illed at the job

Waller and Beckett compared tanks for water transportation from left to right: Flexible
LDPE plastic, steel, polyurethane-laminated cordura and stiff HOPE plastic.

At Colorado College, sustainability
Leona Waller
is sexy. We cham& Elle Beckett
pion the idea of exGuest Writers
ploring the canyons,
forests, and deserts
of the world without leaving a trace of
our passing. However, as climate patterns become more extreme and human
society continues to expand, achieving
sustainability is easier said than done. If
we are going to simultaneously explore
and protect, we need to �igure out ways
of brining our water in and out without
dumping any into the land. And, being
CC students, we’d really like to do it on
the cheap.
We decided to study DIY sustainable
water management in a post-apocalyptic desert society without electricity,
natural gas, or running water. In other
words, Burning Man.
This year, a record breaking 61,000
people bought Burning Man tickets, and
the estimated attendance is even larger
(you don’t have to a buy a ticket if you
sky-dive into Black Rock Playa, Nev.).
The art festival is eight days long, but
many people stay for weeks before and
after building incredible structures and
then removing any trace of their presence, down to the last sparkle-covered
piece of ash.
Festival-goers, known as “burners,”
have found ingenious ways of leaving
no trace on the playa; there is no better
place to learn and test LNT practices. We
compared water storage and water removal (evaporation) techniques during
the hot, dusty week in the end of August.
We brought four different water tanks
and four different evaporation ponds/
solar ovens to have burners rank by
taste and smell, respectively. We also
prepared a survey asking burners what
was most important to them when planning how to deal with their water on the
playa.
There is a steep learning curve in Black
Rock City; we quickly realized that many
of the experiments we had planned were
not going to work.
The constant wind �ills evaporation
ponds with dust and knocks over solar
ovens, spilling greywater onto the playa.
A water taste test is not as attractive as
SCIENCE

the pomegranate martini bar across the
street. Anything involving MOOP (Matter Out Of Place,) such as Dixie cups or
paper, surveys, quickly turns off burners.
Despite the challenges we faced in
implementing our study, we found that
fellow burners were ultimately eager to
share their tips and tricks for thriving on
the playa.
Some ideas were very simple, such as
a clear bucket sitting on a white sheet.
The white sheet bounces all the light
back through the bucket for optimized
evaporation and wind does not knock
over the bucket.
Other
evaporation
contraptions
looked like steampunk art projects.
Many large camps used the “evapatron” (an evaporation apparatus created for burners by burners) to evaporate greywater waste. The evapatron
combines a traditional evaporation
pond with a wind-powered wheel.
As the wind blows, a propeller turns
a cylinder made from two bike wheels,
which is covered in either fabric or
plastic. The cylinder picks up a coating
of water as it turns. This speeds up the
evaporation process by exposing more
water to air and sun at any given moment.
We have yet to compile the data from
the completed surveys, but much of what
we learned at Burning Man occurred
outside our formal research. The transient metropolis encourages sustainable innovation to an incredible degree.
Thanks to Burning Man’s art-centric philosophy, burners build hundreds of interactive art displays every year, ranging
from a giant hipster-mustache seesaw to
a Charlie the Unicorn art car. At Burning
Man, a do-it-yourself attitude prevails.
This ingenuity has become integral to
the playa lifestyle; burners would rather
build than buy, creating original evaporation ponds, three-story tents, and pedal-powered go-carts.
We experienced a wealth of LNT
knowledge at Burning Man, but more
importantly, we discovered a wealth of
creativity.
So, even if Burners have yet to reach
the pinnacle of ef�icient water management, we would bet our $60,000 tuition
checks they will soon.

Maggie Deadrick campus job position
you’ve been thinking
Life Editor
about- whether you
are eligible for work-study, looking to
make some extra cash, or simply wanting to �ill up your free time with meaningful work. Look no further than this
Catalyst-exclusive guide to �inding—and
rocking—an on-campus job.
“I’d like to encourage students who do
gain a student employment opportunity
to see it as a way to develop their professional skills,” said Career Center Director Megan Nicklaus. “Even if they’re answering the phone or doing paperwork,
see if there is a way to contribute to the
organization—if there are projects or
ideas that they have—to share with their
supervisors in a respectful way, so they
can gain experience that they can use to
parlay into that next experience.”
So you missed Tuesday’s job fair—
now what? Student Employment Coordinator Lucie Holloway points you to the
Student Employment page on the college’s �inancial aid website.
“That’s where everything we will cover
at the student employment fair will be,”
she said. “And the student employment
handbook, because there is a lot of great
information there.”
In addition to tips for �inding a job and
�illing out timesheets, the site has job
postings for many of the on-campus departments and of�ices looking for help.
“I don’t always hear from every single
department that hires students and has
a job opening, so we also recommend
students to walk around the campus
through different departments to see
if they are hiring,” said Holloway. (Note
that most of the hiring for yearlong positions takes place at the start of the
school year.)
The Student Employment of�ice adamantly encourages supervisors to give
hiring priority to students on �inancial
aid or who have work-study through

fair, but not all of them.
“We understand there are special jobs
like lifeguards and tutors that require a
lot of training, a lot of experience,” said
Holloway. “So we would make an exception for those for hiring during �irst
block.”
Supervisors are generally patient in
helping their new employees �ill out
the necessary paperwork, including the
I-9 and W-4 tax forms, as well as the
employer referral form, in order to get
started. This year, Nicklaus is working
with both supervisors and employees to
up the professionalism of campus jobs
even further.
“I’m working with the student employment of�ice, and what I’ll be doing
is talking to the supervisors about the
student employment experience and
how they are actually playing a role in
the student’s development as a professional,” she said. Her goal is to make oncampus employment a more legitimate
learning experience for student’s future
job positions.
“Every job, if you treat is as a growing
and learning experience, can be meaningful, no matter where you decide to go
after graduation,” says Nicklaus. “Even if
you’re a �irst-year and you have no idea
where you want to go, you’re still building the skill set that you can talk about
to get that summer job, or to have that
volunteer experience or that internship
experience.”
Nicklaus encourages both student
employees and supervisors alike that,
while working a job on campus might be
a �inancial obligation, it can be used for
much more and serve as a great advantage in the future.
“I really hope students can embrace
this opportunity and that supervisors
will do the same and see how talented
the student population is here and how
they can take that talent and help shape
and develop it further.”

Current student-employees share information on job opportunities on campus. Photos by
Morgan Bak
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Jackson Porreca, 2010

Nick Brown, 2010

Jesse Paul, 2010

Jack Sweeney, 2012

Maggie Deadrick, 2010

WELCOME
HOME

Beryl Coulter, 2012

When we were ﬁrst-years, we didn’t have Colorado College ﬁgured out.
For some of us, it’s taken four years. For others, we’re still searching.
Here is what some of the top Catalyst editors wish they had known when they
started at CC, including a photo of them during their ﬁrst year.
We hope you take this advice to heart and utilize it during your next four years here.
We are so happy to have you as part of our community.

My sister, who just began her �irst year at Ithaca College, called to tell me she met her husband three days after moving
into her dorm.
“Good luck with that,” I told her.
While this allegedly tall and handsome kid might be my future brother-in-law, I wouldn’t be surprised if they aren’t talking in a few weeks. Assuming, of course, that my sister suppresses some of her bellicose attitude.
A few days after I moved into my �irst dorm room at CC, I thought I had made all the friends I would need for my four
years of college and that there was no reason to venture further than the north hallway on the fourth �loor (shout out to
Slocum Four North 2010-2011).
While I will undoubtedly always love the group of kids that I trotted around campus with during my �irst months of
college, it has been the experiences where I have put myself in the most uncomfortable situations that have proven the
most rewarding.
When you start college, people often tell you that you are entering the best four years of your life. What they don’t mention is that it’s OK, and actually normal, to fall and hit rock bottom more than a few times along the way.
I’ve had stretches where I didn’t think I could stand CC anymore. Now, a senior, I panic about leaving this extraordinary
place at every party, during every class, and late at night when I can’t sleep.
It’s easy to become locked into a groove early on and close yourself off to the best aspects of this college. I didn’t start
working at The Catalyst until my sophomore year, a mistake I deeply regret.
I wish I had gone on more ORC trips. I wish I hadn’t watched six hours of Whose Line Is It Anyway? every day during the
second semester of my �irst year.
I’m glad I opted not to hike Pikes Peak with my friends who brought only an apple, one Nalgene full of water and handfuls of trail mix. Ranger Rick — yes, that was his name — had to rescue them from the summit.
Let yourself be a little scared. Don’t spend more than a few hours a week watching Desperate Housewives reruns in your
bed.Most importantly, be sure to make yourself anxious.
- Jesse Paul, Editor-in-Chief

All photos courtesy of
those photographed.

Although the Colorado College tagline, “A Unique
Intellectual Adventure,” is now obsolete, I do believe
it was the quintessence of this place we all call home.
Between my unique and my intellectual adventures of the past three years, I’ve picked up on a
few tips and tricks that may not come in handy anywhere else in the world.
But, while you’re here:
- Be friendly. Smile, wave, say hello in passing
even if you’ve never met the person. Pretty soon it
won’t feel so awkward, and you’ll end up with more
friends and acquaintances than you’d ever believed
possible. It’s really the CC way.
- Don’t urinate in public. You probably won’t get
caught, but if you are, you’ll be stuck with the shameful and serious classi�ication of sexual offender.
- Be especially nice to our Campus Safety of�icers.
They go to great lengths to keep us safe and are generally underappreciated; not to mention, it’s best to
be on their good side.
- Compile a diverse and copious costume collection. Trust me, it’ll come in handy.
- Eat in Rastall alone. It’s a great way to challenge
yourself and test your social con�idence.
- Be thankful everyday for the stunning view of
Pike’s Peak.
- Considering investing in condoms other than the
free ones at the dorm desks. The quality of those can
be questionable.
- Allow yourself the sleep you need. Everyday is
stunning here in Colorado, so don’t feel guilty about
napping the day away when the skies are telling you
to be outside. Leave the party when you’re tired,
no matter what time it is. You’ve still got plenty of
sunny days and late nights to enjoy.
- Take advantage of all free food opportunities,
not to mention other free opportunities on campus,
as there are many. Attend lectures and workshops
and concerts. Utilize our outstanding facilities with
gratitude.
- Get a bicycle. It doesn’t have to be anything fancy,
but it’s a great way to get downtown, and the ORC
full moon cruiser ride is one super fun event you
should never have to miss for lack of wheels.
- Maggie Deadrick, Life Editor

I, Jack Sweeney, being of sound mind and average body, leave the following items to the class of 2017:

facial sharpie, a broken nose, Craigslist couches, Smiley’s Restaurant on
Sunday mornings, a memorable VDP, chill RAs, chiller RLCs, shower flipflops, bike thieves, downtime, three meals a day, a rowdy first-Monday
night, a dependable wingman, a M.I.P. at Crested Butte (not everywhere in
Colorado is like CC), Motrin, keeping up a good rep, the women’s section at
the Arc, staying in touch with your NSO and FYE, shower “forties,” class participation, Robert Peroutka, Shasta, the buddy system, calling the parents
every now and then, calling the parents every now and then for a reason
other than money, hockey games, a class with Steven Hayward, plenty of
pictures (you’re going to want these later), Rastall swipes for seniors, beer
after liquor, making a move on that special lady, actually going to First Mondays, CC Inn windows (again, they will find you), honesty, not taking on
too much first year, understanding who your true buds are, the iPhone Calendar App, Boettcher, regular bathing, the helpfulness of the Writing Center, Pikes Peak in all her majesty, lofted bed rails, hidden pets, respecting
yourself, staying up to the sunrise after Llama, taking a class outside your
comfort zone, a steady routine, upfront relationships, a roommate ready to
evacuate under the right circumstances, a cheaper Epic pass, friends with
cars, an abundance of free food, the first snow, papers with Breaking Bad
metaphors, the last snow in May, taking advantage of everything CC has to
offer, Red Rocks, knocking before entering, Nene Diop, good decisions, voluntary attendance to a lecture, lasting friendships and plenty of mistakes
you’ll later laugh about.
If you take anything from this, I hope it is these two main points: take care
of yourself and… sometimes don’t.
You are about to be immersed in a community, simultaneously fostering
your current interests and cultivating new ones. I tried to take on everything my first year and found myself in a constant state of feeling plain
worn out. I went home at Christmas last year mentally burnt and feeling
like I could barely return.
But, when I did come back, I quit a couple clubs, devised a personal schedule that included chill time, and actually chose to get some sleep.
I wouldn’t change a thing about my first year.
I know a lot of people who drank away their first year. I’m not saying don’t
go out and have fun six nights a week (because Lord knows I did), but you
should still find plenty of ways to contribute back to this community that
gives so much to you.
In short, please take on everything and stress out. Don’t take care of yourself for a while. Join clubs, take hard classes, and go to parties. Be active in
your community.
You first year at CC should be out of control But, don’t be afraid to downsize your schedule once you figure out what you love.
- Jack Sweeney, Managing Editor
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For me, it is playing bass and Burgers on the Beach at A-Basin. You’ll discover the moments that define your
first year, too.
The start of college is an experience quite unlike any other—few moments in life offer the same number of
incredible new opportunities in conjunction with the youth and freedom to take advantage of them.
When I arrived on campus, I told myself that I would be quick to seek out activities and opportunities that
would enhance my experience here.
Attending the campus activities fair, I was impressed with the awesome number of organizations and club.
But making that jump into joining any of them wasn’t something I did immediately.
Many of the groups seemed like perfect ways to continue the activities I loved so much in high school while
meeting a variety of new people with whom I did not share a Slocum hallway or FYE.
By the end of Block 1, I had discovered that time moved quickly on the block plan, an observation that seems
ever more true as my time at CC has gone on. There simply was not time in my day to do all of the things I
had at first thought possible, and my earliest days at CC were mostly spent studying and kicking it with other
people in the dorms.
While lots of people will tell you that being as involved on campus as possible is the key to a fulfilling experience, my uncommitted first year was a testament to the beauty of a loosely structured schedule.
I believe that the first year at an institution with opportunities so varied as those here at CC should be completed with one simple goal: exploration.
Finding a routine filled with activities that you enjoy is the key to being successful on the Block Plan. Certainly, a fluid scheduling system like ours requires a great deal of independent time management to maintain
some semblance of normalcy.
Don’t be afraid to spend time figuring out exactly what activities can ground you and help you grow the
most.
The Block Plan and on-campus living experiences at this school are unique, and it takes time to get in the
groove and understand their intricacies. There is no rush.
Starting college is a blitz of stimulation and emotion, but you are nearly in complete control. Your freedom
here at CC is a unique and wonderful thing that most places in life do not allow. Embrace it now, and construct
an experience that is challenging but comfortable.
For those who spend enough time searching, this place has a home for everyone. The year is yours to discover.
- Jackson Porreca, ComDeb Editor

There are a million bits of advice that I would give to the first-year class if I could. There is so
much you don’t know. Seriously.
Frankly, the worst part about articles like this is that you don’t really listen anyways. I mean,
you might read it, sure, but then you’re going to go out and put your tongue in the electrical outlet
anyways… Or somewhere worse.
That’s just how people tick. We really only learn the lessons that we experience ourselves. Every piece of heartfelt advice that you will ever hear is told to you by someone who made the exact
same mistake that they are warning you about or watched someone else do it.
Firsthand experience is key, and you won’t know anything until you go out and mess it up for
yourself. Which finally leads me to my advice…
Make mistakes, go mess something up, and make poor choices that you will regret immediately,
but will make for a great story tomorrow.
I truly believe that people are only ever as wise as the number of mistakes that they have made.
Now, I’m not telling you to do anything really stupid or dangerous because I don’t want your
parents to sue me when you get caught trying to steal Mr. Tutt. All I’m trying to say is that moment
will come when you’re dancing at some house party with that cute girl that you kind of think likes
you from your FYE and you think, “Does she really like me?”
That’s when I want you to remember that mistakes are what make the man.
And besides, you never know.
- Nick Brown, Sports Editor

THE SPECIAL ELECTION:
What you need to know

Colorado College students living on or near campus
have an opportunity to make their voices heard in
an important State Senate special election taking
place between now and September 10, 2013. Here is
what you need to know:

Voter Service and Polling Centers:

Registering to vote for the first time, updating your registration, and voting will be available at seven Voter Service and
Polling Centers (VSPC) September 5 – 10.

When to Vote:

Where to Vote:

You can vote at the South Cascade Avenue VSPC at the
The closest VSPC to campus is located on the
following times:
northwest corner of Cascade Ave. and Vermijo St. at
Friday, September 6 – 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
200 South Cascade Ave., Colorado Springs, Colorado
Saturday, September 7 – 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
80903. Go to the El Paso County elections website at
Monday, September 9 – 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
car.elpasoco.com for other VSPC locations and hours.
Tuesday, September 10 – 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.

Voter Registration:
In-person registration is available until the last day of voting on Tuesday, September 10.

Residency Requirement:
If you are not currently registered to vote in El Paso County but intend to become a registered voter here, you must
have been a resident on or before August 19 to vote in the upcoming election.

Voter ID:

You are required to take an ID document with you to the polls. Your student ID may be used as voter ID. Go to the Colorado secretary of state’s website for the full list of acceptable photo and non-photo IDs.

www.campusvoteproject.org
A Project of the Fair Elections Legal Network
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BrewHaha: Sierra Nevada hops up summer camp

As the summer
ales begin leaving
Justin Frank
the shelves, I’d like
to take a minute to
Staff Writer
talk about an annual
late-summer release by one of my favorite brewing companies- Sierra Nevada.
Every year, Sierra Nevada gives a chance
for its fans and homebrewers alike to go
to beer heaven for two days at an event
they call Beer Camp. At Beer Camp, the
“campers” get a full tour of Sierra Nevada’s facilities including brew house,
barley �ields, and hop room. The lucky
few receive beer-tasting lessons and
learn about different varieties of barley,
hops and yeast.
Most important of all, the campers
get to decide what type of beer to brew
with the brewmasters. This is a chance
for everyone to experiment with new
combinations and create very irreverent brews. Love India Pale Ales? I sure
do. How about a Belgian-Style Black
IPA? Why not? Or an Imperial Red Ale?
Of course. If one or all of these options
sound like your thing, you have to check
out the Beer Camp sampler pack. You
will experience all three of the aforementioned types in one convenient
pack. With all the variety, there’s a beer
in it for everyone.
Moving from lightest to darkest, let’s
start by looking at the IPA. I know what
you are thinking: “They chose to make
just a regular old IPA? Where’s the fun in
that?” And I must agree with you. For so
many endless possibilities that macro-

craft brewery like Sierra Nevada has to
offer, it does seem like quite a cop-out.
The beer pours a cloudy dark golden
color with a small white head. It smells
like citrus and pine with a slight malty
sweetness. The taste is light and crisp,
as one would expect--citrusy and slightly bitter in the beginning leading into a
subtle malt backbone. It’s very drinkable.
The downside is its aftertaste: bitter,
but not quite like hops. Although this �lavor is minor, it almost reminds me of aspirin you can’t quite swallow that begins
to dissolve in your mouth.
I’m a huge IPA fan, but this beer is a bit
of a disappointment—especially coming
from the hopheads at Sierra Nevada. It
tastes like a stale version of their Torpedo IPA. At 6.9 percent ABV, if you drink
it fast there’s no problem. Just don’t let
it warm up.
After a bit of a disappointment with
the IPA, the Imperial Red Ale perked me
back up. With a lovely 8.5 percent ABV,
this red ale delivers the goods while hiding the alcohol. It pours a beautiful dark
ruby brown color with a nice inch of a
light brown head that lingers. The beer
radiates a malty sweet smell with dark
fruit and some nice citrus hop to boot.
This beer tastes great.; it is de�initely
my favorite of the pack. The �irst sip
starts with a sweet maltiness with a
touch plum. Then the hoppy grapefruit
�lavor kicks in strong. This one is much
hoppier than the IPA. Eventually the
hops mellow out into the dark fruit tof-

fee �lavors of the malt, while
still ending crisp and bitter.
The hops are intense and
would have fooled me into
thinking this could be a
double IPA were it not for
its equally dark malty taste.
The brewers layered this
guy expertly; the sweetness and bitterness balance each other out like a
stalemate on a see-saw,
leaving you �loating in
its perfection.
The Belgian-Style
Black IPA is de�initely the most unique
of the bunch, a true
experiment.
The
pour is a rich black
color with a medium sized brown
head. Malty coffee
and chocolate notes
intrigue my nose.
The taste, at �irst,
is that of a normal
dark beer: a heavy
bittersweet chocolate and burnt toffee
�lavor that’s thick
and creamy, hiding its
7.7 percent ABV. This all
leads into a more subtle hoppy bitterness and a spicy black pepper taste coming from the Belgian yeast. Still, it ends
more sweet than bitter.
I’m not going to lie—the uniqueness of

Thursday’s
ART
cabaret in the
I.D.E.A. Space
Grace Gahagan
celebrated the
Staff Writer
opening of this
fall’s installation “Systems & Subversions,” a showcase of six different artists.
In case you missed the event, Associate Professor of Art and featured artist
Scott Johnson spoke with Jonathan Lee,
Professor of Philosophy, on systems of
perception as the relationship between
consciousness and systems found in nature. Assistant Professor of Mathematics and Computer Sciences Matthew
Whitehead and Steven Janke, Professor of Mathematics, discussed arti�icial
natures. But you haven’t missed the
chance to see what these speakers were
referring to; go check out the newest
art installations in I.D.E.A. Space, open

through Nov. 5 in Cornerstone Art’s Center.
Artists Graham Wake�ield and Haru Ji’s
interactive digital ecosystem, “Arti�icial
Nature: Archipelago” incorporates radiant, digitally projected colors, three tons
of sand, and some fragrant hints of baby
oil to create a memorable, full sensory
experience. The artists invite you to take
off your shoes, step into the artwork and
wave your hands over the different islands.
Although it’s an aesthetically attractive
piece, your own shadow will result in a
crushing response. Wake�ield and Ji test
our human response to destruction and
force us to take a vital role in the act.
The piece by one of CC’s very own professors, Scott Johnson, consists of three
large-scale pigment prints that capture
remnants of the Big Four Coal Mine.
Active in the late nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries, the coalmine had
long been a point of contention between
wealthy mine owners and the oppressed
laborers. After strikes arose, the National Guard Troops burned the campsite of
the disgruntled miners. “The scars on
the landscape bear witness to the ongoing process of resource extraction, consumption, and waste production that
feeds industrial culture,” reads the exhibition literature on Johnson’s piece. The
artist also records a variable breeze �lipping the pages of an open book.
Another piece of “Systems & Subversions” is Jon Cohrs project “Alviso’s Medicinal ALL-SALT.” By taking a closer
look at the salty substance, you will be
shocked by its production. The 2000
Colorado College alumnus and creator
of “Alviso’s Medicinal ALL-SALT” makes
a critical statement on society’s drug
intake by distilling waste water from a

BEER

this beer threw me for a loop. At �irst
the hops are hidden behind a complex malt body. When they come
through, the match seems to work.
However, the hop and malt balance
is not as successful as the Imperial
Red.
The layering of the �lavors seems
a little confused. It creates an odd
and refreshingly drinkable dark
beer that is very unique, but isn’t
entirely satisfying. Imagine
looking at a marble sculpture that hasn’t been polished yet. The form may be
beautiful, but it’s still rough
on the edges. Don’t get me
wrong, I enjoyed it very
much. I just hope there are
future attempts at reworking
and perfecting this unique
style of ale.
Overall, the Beer Camp
sampler is not something
to be missed. Sierra Nevada
has some delicious and fresh
takes which will leave you
and your buddies trading
sips until you �ind your perfect match.

Photo courtesy of Sierra Nevada Brewing
Company.

If you have any interest in going to
Beer Camp you can �ind out more information at sierrabeercamp.com.

Fall exhibit Systems and Subversions opens in I.D.E.A space

region in California to display the sheer
amounts of pharmaceutical waste within.
Artist Nurit Bar-Shai’s experiment
showcases bacteria affected by the
sound waves of Colorado College music
professors Daryll Stevens, Jerilyn Jorgensen, Jeffrey Watson, Susan Grace, and
Ofer Ben-Amots.
In this exhibit, the bacteria will actually grow over the block. And if you need
to cool your head and step out of your
everyday routine, come watch Marina
Zurkow’s videos of calming landscapes,
slowly evolving.
For a complete listing of happenings
at the I.D.E.A. Space, be sure to check
out the Events Schedule and pick up
the semester calendar. Free food is usually served, so bring your friends and
explore new topics and the delectable
visual world!

Cohr’s experiment exhibits salts that contain pharmaceutical remnants. Though it may seem dark, the artist employs humor in his work. Bioartist Bar-shai’s live exhibit shoes how sound
waves transform the shapes and patterns of bacteria samples.
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Rosters for Outdoor Soccer, Flag Football, Volleyball and
the Kickball Tournament are due
Friday, September 20, 2013 at 5:00 pm.

Upcoming Events
Volleyball Game Friday, September 6, 3 p.m.
Men and Women’s Cross Country UCCS “Rust Buster”
Invitational Saturday, September 7, 9:15 a.m.

September 6, 2013
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SPORTS

Forty degrees fahrenheit

“It’s funny,”
I said to my
Kayla Fratt
kayak partner
Active Life Editor
and co-guide,
Scott. “I’ve been a lifeguard for 4 years,
and am certified as a Wilderness First
Responder. I’ve been a sea kayak guide
on the largest lake in the world (Lake
Superior) for two years. But all I’ve ever
done is put band-aids on blisters.”
I should have known better than to
tempt fate like that.
Scott and I led a group of ten clients
along the Apostle Islands National
Lakeshore, navigating waves as they rebounded off the sea caves and cliffs.
Lake Superior was 60 degrees that
afternoon, but a strong easterly wind
whipped across the lake. Swells up to
three feet tall crested over the heads of
my clients.
Our group arrived back at the parking
lot safely. As I approached the beach to
grab another load of gear, I heard someone yelling for help, and started to run.
A woman struggled to yank her small
child from the back hatch of a kayak
while a pair of people tried to pull her
boat from the surf. Another boy lay in
the sand.
I introduced myself as a guide with a
list of medical certifications, but it was
if she didn’t hear me. Her panicked voice
rose as she babbled; the two boys were
spiraling into hypothermia, but her main
concern was the capsized kayak a quarter mile offshore.
The boat belonged to her husband and
another young man. Four victims. My
mouth went dry.
KAYAKING

Above: Kayakers on the beach where the incident took place. Photo by Kayla Fratt.

By this time, Scott and the on-duty
ranger had made their ways to the beach.
Scott immediately launched his boat to
go rescue the pair, while the ranger had
a phone to her ear, asking me for information as she called the Coast Guard.
My head was spinning a bit; WFR instincts didn’t come as easily as I had
hoped. I tried to warm up the boys, who
were naked and blue-lipped. I wrapped
the boys up in blankets from the ranger
and started to rub their limbs and cores.
One shivered uncontrollably; the other
barely responded to our questions about
his favorite TV shows and games.
After nearly a half hour, Scott returned
with the other kayakers, who were able
to paddle back once their boats were
righted and emptied of water.
With all members of the group back

onshore and the boys looking much
better, Scott and I decided to take our
clients home. Sirens of the approaching
Emergency Medical Services vehicles
drowned out the waves as we drove
away—45 minutes after the rescue
started.
One client repeated over and over,
“This is why I always go with a guide.”
Although guides are not a guarantee
of safety, proper education and preparation is imperative for trips on Lake Superior or any other body of water.
By correcting several major oversights
of this group, the hysteria of Aug. 12
could easily have been prevented. Firstly, it is questionable that an inexperienced group with small children should
have launched into such strong wind
and waves at all.

26, 2013.
Professional climbers Ueli Steck and
Simone Moro, along with their photographer Jonathan Griffith, got into a fight
at Camp II that resulted in them being
run off the mountain by a group of angry
Sherpa.
Before the fight, on an exposed section of the Lhotse face, the independent
climbers crossed ropes with the group
of Sherpas who were working for a guiding company.
The altercation started when Moro disrespected the Sherpas with inappropriate language. Later that day, when Moro
refused to apologize, one of the Sherpas
attacked an innocent western climber
assuming he was apart of Simone’s team,
initiating the fight.
Eventually, a team of western climbers and their Sherpas broke up the fight.
The team of Ueli Steck and Simone Moro
fled the mountain in fear.
The conflict brought a lot of upset in
the climbing community because it represented the bigger issue of commercialism on Everest. Revealing all of the problems on Mt. Everest, the fight inspired
climbers and the Nepalese government
to work towards fixing the mountain.
The Nepalese government has decided
to take action following the incident.
Since Nepal’s poverty rate is 25 percent
and tourism is one of the biggest industries in the country, decreasing the
amount of people and tours on Mt. Everest did not seem economically smart to
the Nepalese.
However, the government announced

that they would be placing a permanent
government at the Everest base camp
that will regulate all mountaineering
activities. This group will be called the
Integrated Service Center, and they are
replacing the liaison officers who rarely
traveled with expeditions into the field
Unfortunately, the Nepalese government is notorious for corruption, and
some climbers believe that more government will only encourage and create
opportunity for corruption.
The government is accused of taking
the millions of dollars generated from
permit fees and only giving a small percent back to the mountain
Unsatisfied with the Nepalese government, climbers have proposed a few of
their own solution.
Fewer permits and smaller teams
seem like the quickest and most efficient
solution.
However, a lot of the climbing community feels like requiring a universal
amount of mountaineering experience
for each prospective Everest summiteer
is the best way to go.
As for something that everyone agrees
on, every mountaineering company
should enforce the Leave No Trace policy.
There are many ways to fix Mt. Everest,
and now it’s time to implement them.
We have come a long way since that
first expedition in 1953, and we have
a long way to go. Mt. Everest will continue to grow and evolve throughout the
years, but it’s our choice to decide its
very direction.

Climbing Mount Everest
CLIMBING

Sixty
years
ago,
Edmund
Emelie Frojen
Hillary
and
Guest Writer
Tenzing Norgay
made the first successful summit of Mt.
Everest. Since then, Everest expeditions
have evolved from risky adventures to
“glamping.”
Current Everest enterprises will guide
nearly anyone up the mountain for a
small fee of $100,000. In fact, inexperienced climbers are now the most dangerous aspect of the mountain instead of
natural forces.
Since the year 2000, the number of
climbers that have summited Mt. Everest has increased from approximately
150 to 550.
Mass groups of climbers hurt not only
themselves, but also the environment
around them. Routes up the mountain
are littered with human waste, oxygen
bottles, and dead bodies, all of which deteriorate one of the most remote places
on earth.
Crowds of inexperienced climbers
put everyone around them at risk. Waiting in line at 27,000 feet quickly weakens the body, and the lack of movement
makes the body more prone to hypothermia and frostbite.
These lines lengthen the amount of
time groups now spend on Everest,
therefore increasing the amount of human waste, oxygen bottles, etc.
The roadblocks up Mt. Everest have
caused tension to rise between professional independent climbers and guiding companies, causing a brawl on April

It is also clear that this group was unfamiliar with how sea kayaks function
at the most basic level: flotation. Hatch
covers should remain in place while the
boat in the water. Spray skirts help keep
the cockpit of the kayak free from water.
Both were absent.
Paddlers should be equipped with a
bilge pump. This tool is too-often absent
from the boats of inexperienced paddlers and, through proper use, can help
save lives.
The final large error that this group
made was in their clothing. Although
they wore Personal Flotation Devices,
none of them wore wetsuits. Hypothermia can set in after mere minutes in the
cold temperatures of the Great Lakes.
Wetsuits buy time in the frigid waters.
It is possible that this group simply
was unaware of the dangers. The rules
of a ten-acre inland lake do not apply to
a three-quadrillion gallon body of water
that literally creates its own weather
and averages 40 degrees Fahrenheit.
Ignorance is a poor excuse in the face
of tragedy, and if our group had arrived
10 minutes earlier or later, it is likely
that the capsized boats would have had
to wait much longer for a Coast Guard
boat to help— possibly perishing during
that wait. Taking a basic safety course or
paying for a guided trip is a small price
compared to potentially devastating
consequences.
As we cleaned up our own gear and
mulled over the afternoon, a client said,
“I guess you finally got to use those skills
you were talking about before.”

The ABC’s of IMs
INTRAMURALS

Alas, Labor Day
has
come and gone.
Jonas Burke
The
summer barbeGuest Writer
quing is over, and it
is time for a new hobby –why not intramural sports? On Sept. 20, rosters for IM
outdoor soccer, flag football (my personal
favorite), volleyball, and the kickball tournament are due. The date is rapidly approaching, so find a group of friends with
at least two girls (except for football) and
come join the fun. As we all know, the winning IM team gets a much-coveted CC intramural championship T-shirt (as well as
bragging rights for the year). I would also
like to tell all first-years that flair is an
essential part of intramural sports. During Block 3 there will also be our annual
dodgeball tournament.
While Intramural sports are good fun,
there are rules to be followed. First, alcohol and IM sports do not mix well—
broomball is hard enough without impaired balance. Second, if your name is
not on the approved roster you will not
play. Third, show up to the game. If you
don’t have the appropriate number of
players, you’re going to automatically forfeit the game, and no one likes a quitter.
If, for whatever reason, your team ends up
forfeiting, you can pay a one-time re-entry
fee of 10 dollars; if it happens again, your
team will be banned from further competition. If you know that your team cannot
make it to the game, you can call the IM
office 24 hours before game time and get
the game rescheduled. My last piece of
advice is to have fun and be a good sport.
Although it is rare, there are cases of students being banned for a game or two
based on unsportsmanlike conduct, but
don’t worry, this isn’t the NCAA—touchdown dances are legit). I also urge fans
to come and have a good time and cheer
on your friends, but it’s best to leave the
beers at home.
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CC hockey prepares for new conference, new season

There’s
little
doubt that this
Doron Mitchell
upcoming
season is going to be
Guest Writer
filled with both
anticipation and excitement.
Last year, Colorado College finished
their campaign on a strong note and
won six of their last seven games, but
eventually fell in the WCHA Championship. CC finished losing only five of their
last 17 games, with an overall record of
18-19-5.
This year, expectations are much higher as first-round defenseman Gustav
Olofsson, will be among five players on
CC’s 2013-14 roster to have been drafted
by NHL teams, joining fellow freshman
Jaccob Slavin (Carolina 2012), sophomore Hunter Fejes (Phoenix 2012), junior Aaron Harstad (Winnipeg 2011),
and junior Peter Stoykewych (Winnipeg,
then Atlanta 2010).
Even after losing arguably half of their
offense this year, the Tigers are ready for
the change.
The 2013-2014 college hockey season
will see some major changes in conferOUTDOOR ED.

ence play. Colorado College is leaving the
WCHA to join the new look National Collegiate Hockey Conference (NCHC) this
year.
Much has been made of the conference
realignment, and many are wondering
why and more importantly how this will
affect the Tigers this year. As a result of
a large donation from Penn State Alum
Terry Pagula, PSU was able to establish
hockey programs at the school.
The growth of the Big Ten Conference
means that Minnesota and Wisconsin will leave the WCHA, and Michigan,
Michigan State, and Ohio State will leave
the CCHA. Without Minnesota and Wisconsin, the WCHA will see a pretty dramatic shift in revenue generation and
exposure.
Several schools made the decision to
form a new association, and Colorado
College was invited to join.
According to Colorado College Athletic
Director Ken Ralph, “In the long run the
switch to the new conference will make
a great deal of sense from both a competitive and financial standpoint.”
So will we still get the satisfaction of

beating our rivals DU? Rest assured both
DU and Frozen Four finalist St. Cloud
State and many of our other memorable
opponents are also taking their talents
to the NCHC, joining the defending conference champions Miami of Ohio.
The new league will operate significantly like the old one. Behind the
scenes, however, a lot has changed.
This year, all NCHC regular-season
conference match-ups will feature a
shootout should the game end in a tie at
the conclusion of a five-minute overtime
period.
Any game that uses a shootout will be
officially recorded as a tie within the
overall record of each team; however an
extra point will be awarded within conference standings to help declare a regular season champion.
This change brings new excitement
to the end of games and greater suspense during the regular season. Nonconference games held in NCHC venues
also will feature a shootout with mutual
agreement from the visiting schools.
The NCHC Championship will be held
on March 21 and 22, 2014 at the Target

Center in Minneapolis, Minnesota. It
looks to be one of the most anticipating
conference finals this year.
“In the NCHC, the schools have made
significant commitments to fund their
programs to the highest levels and to
have a goal of competing at the highest
levels nationally,” Ralph states. “While
the WCHA will still have some outstanding programs and will compete for national recognition, the strength of teams
top to bottom cannot match the NCHC.”
So as the NCHC begins its inaugural
season on Oct. 18, with our own CC Tigers hosting Minnesota Duluth, one
thing can be for certain: Colorado College is up to challenge of the NCHC and
is looking to make a real push at national
exposure.

CC’s first hockey game is Saturday,
October 5, 2013 against the University of New Brunswick at the World
Arena at 7 p.m.

WINKLER: An idol for younger players on the CC hockey team
kick out of him!”
I remember sitting in the locker room
and at that very moment realizing, “Wow,
Scott isn’t only there for me in times of
need, Scott is there for everyone in times
of need.”
Scott was right, and my econ partner
turned out to be a great guy who was very
helpful for our group. I went to go check
out my partner’s Facebook last week, and
sure enough, the last person to “like” his
most recent profile picture was Scott Winkler.
Scott’s kindness touched everyone
around him and I will never forget that
story and I will never forget the lessons
I have learned from my role model, my
friend, my idol — Scott Winkler.
Love,

Left Top: CC Hockey players in action. Left: Winkler making a play. Above: Winkler shielding off a defender.
Photos courtesy of the Communications Office.
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Big expectations for women’s soccer

We’ve asked
the
experts;
Alex Welch
Colorado ColGuest Writer
lege is officially
a
Conference
USA favorite. The CC Girls Soccer team
took the conference championship last
year, and the most recent coaches poll
picked them to win it all again. Leading the charge is Coach Geoff Bennett,
considered by his players to be one of
the most prized coaches for the 2013
campaign. Coach Bennett’s players exhibit great veneration for him. “Geoff
is a great coach, and he has earned the
respect of our whole team. He genuinely
cares about everyone involved in our
program and invests all of his energy in
our success”, said Captain Kencia Morway. Under his leadership, the Colorado College Tigers have become known
as viciously victorious. Winning their
first Conference USA season crown last
year, Colorado College edged out North
Texas, Tulsa, and Florida International
for the championship. The pack enters
this season with a Conference USA season crown, one of the best coaches in
the league, and seven returning starters
G. SOCCER

Above: CC Girl’s Soccer Team Photo. Photo courtesy of the Office of Communications

accompanied by 19 veterans. With this
repertoire, the Tigers are expected to
seamlessly continue their previous momentum into the next season.
The top five teams will qualify for the
2013 Conference USA Championship.
Nov. 4-10 at Rice University in Houston, Texas. If last season indicates future
performance, we can expect the Conference USA Championship to be the target
destination for Colorado College, a team

that last year recorded 10 shutouts and
an 8.2 goals against average. Take heed
rival schools, because we have: Jessie
Ayers pouncing on every possible point,
the sophistication of Madison Whitehead’s midfield, and the steadfast experience of Kencia Morway leading the D.
Not mention another 19 players hungry
for a second taste of victory.
However, at the end of the day, stats
are only a manifestation of the team’s

architecture, transcending more than
hard work. The Tigers only see their
next challenge.
As Morway said, “This is an entirely
new team, as it is every fall, so I don’t
even compare us to who we were last
year.” Joining this fresh start are four
freshmen and transferring sophomore
Sarah Schweiss. Captain Lynn Froetscher
has welcomed these new additions to
the pack, saying, “Practices have been
really competitive, [and] sometimes it
seems we play harder against each other than we do our opponents. This will
push us to play our best”.
Here at Colorado College, we have a
history of excellence, and our Women’s
Soccer team is no exception.
We cordially invite our fellow students,
teachers, and sports enthusiasts to tune
in and D up this season—a season that
you can expect to be filled with artistic
plays, beautiful goals, and the all-around
brilliant experience of great soccer as
we defend our title.
The next action for the Women’s Soccer team is this Friday at Loyola University of Chicago in the opening game of
the Marquette Invitational in Milwaukee.
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The way south sandstone:
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Reflections on two months bouldering in South Africa

“What’s
the
point
of
flying
Ryan Guerra
halfway around
Guest Writer
the
world—
alone—to go bouldering?” I asked myself
this more than once during the grueling
12-hour days on a construction site one
year before I finally departed for Rocklands, South Africa. What am I chasing?
Or running from? There are great boulders all over the U.S., and I’d have friends
to travel with. So why am I breaking my
back to fund this particular trip? Well,
some of the more obvious reasons include “the experience” or “the beauty
of the place” or whatever other clichéd
thing outdoor enthusiasts say when they
abandon their loved ones for months on
end to satisfy some restless itch. In any
case, I still can’t answer these questions,
but whatever it was I was looking for, I
certainly found it.
Rocklands is a sandstone mecca situated in the Cedarberg Mountains on
the Western Cape of South Africa. The
area’s popularity among boulderers
has exploded in the last decade, and it
now stands as one of the world’s most
esteemed bouldering destinations. The
idea for this trip was born a year and a
half before my departure. After gaining
the support of my sponsor, Asana Climbing, it was official; I was going to South
Africa. Originally I had planned to travel
with a few friends, but life took its usual
twists and turns, and they all ended up
unable to make it. Much to the chagrin
of my parents, I insisted on following
through with the trip, and this turned
out to be my first stroke of luck.
After a week in Cape Town, a long bus
ride to Clanwilliam (nearest town to
Rocklands), and a lonely night in a rundown motel, I was finally in Rocklands
Proper. Within thirty minutes of my arrival, the first winter storm broke. I took
shelter under the lappa (unwalled, tinroofed structure), which served as the
camp’s community hangout, where I
stayed for the next four days. It felt like a
glorified prison cell with torrential rain
as its bars.
The low bridge at the entrance of the
campsite, the sole access point, flooded
within an hour. No one could get in or
out. I didn’t see a single person for those
four days. I devoured books and drew
pictures in the sand to occupy myself.
When the storm cleared, my good fortune became apparent.
It’s important to let sandstone dry for a
few days after a substantial rain to avoid
breaking key holds on climbs. During
the drying period, people slowly began
to trickle into the campsite. It was the
early season, so not many people came
in—maybe 10 or so. By some stroke of
CLIMBING
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Top Left: Ryan Guerra climbing the Caroline Route. Top Right: Guerra climbs Sex Etiquette. Above Left to Right: Guerra grasping rocks
on the Maniac route. The mountain range at sunset. Photos courtesy of Keith Share.

fortune, we had all made the same gamble and shown up alone. We made plans
for the next sunny day and ended up
climbing together for the following two
months. We adopted the name Team
Psyche and quickly set out dispatching
group projects under the philosophy
that a send for one was a send for all we
were with.
My main goal was to climb Caroline,
a beautiful 30-degree overhang with
amazing vertical water features that
make the most bomber mini-pinches
I’ve ever touched. Add in two consecutive drop-knees and the beautiful
streaked black and orange sandstone,
and it’s a contender for one of the best

boulders out there. Here’s a photo of the
send, taken by Keith Share (who also
completed the route moments after this
photo was taken):
Most climbers are familiar with the
feeling of topping out a project. Whether
finishing the blue v1 at the local gym or
finally standing on top of Half Dome, this
is always the moment when the spirit
of climbing is revealed. Look into the
faces of the people around you. Some
you will know and some you wont, but
regardless of acquaintance, most will be
smiling. Upon sending Caroline, people I
had known for only a month and some
I had only met that day were smiling as
if they had just climbed their own proj-

ect. My psyche got them psyched, their
psyche kept me psyched, the psyche
cycle just perpetuated itself. While in
Rocklands, I was forced to notice those
fleeting moments in which simply being
there was cause for contentment. This
satisfaction was the glue that held all
of us together. We were psyched on life.
We climbed, drank, swam in the Atlantic, ate the freshest fish, woke up early,
woke up late, stayed up all night—all as
the psyche determined. And by the end
of our very separate but parallel adventures, we all came out as friends. That
was what I took away from this trip and
now what I will try to take away from every session.

damage caused by the 2012 Waldo Canyon fire.
In addition to the damage to people’s
lives and properties, these ruthless fires
reshape the natural landscape of the affected areas, creating more problems
when it rains; fires make it harder to
prevent flooding because there is less
vegetation to impede the progress of
water flow. A devastating example of
this phenomenon occurred this August
in Manitou Springs when it rained on an
area scorched by last year’s Waldo Canyon fire, causing severe flooding.
These tragic events, however, have not
hampered the Colorado community’s
enthusiasm and participation in outdoor

activity.
Shortly after the flooding in Manitou
Springs, more than 3,000 runners took
on a challenge in the 58th Pikes Peak
Ascent and Marathon on Aug. 17 and 18.
Also gaining popularity in the Colorado
outdoor scene is a hybrid of backpacking
and mountain biking, called “bikepacking.” According to the Gazette’s OutThereColorado.com, “The last few years have
seen a jump in popularity of multi-day
mountain-bike races, like the Colorado
Trail Race, a self-supported 485-mile
monster between Denver and Durango.
It had six finishers in 2007 and 27 in
2012.”
Although the seven-mile Waldo Can-

yon Loop Trail’s forced closure due to
the fire in 2012 is seen as a setback, a
new section of the Palmer Loop trail is
currently in progress. The Palmer Loop
trail ends just across the road from the
now-closed Waldo Canyon trailhead.
The new 3.5-mile trail plans to be open
by December and will become part of the
Ute Regional Trail, which aspires to connect Manitou Springs and Teller County.
Surely CC students will continue to
take advantage of exploring the surrounding regions during block breaks.
First-years are especially excited to embark on FOOT trips, and many have commented about memorable experiences
from last week’s NSO trips.

Fires, floods, and the effects on Colorado’s outdoor community

It’s hard to ignore the fact that
CC’s location provides
enviable
outdoor opportunities for students to
engage in, including hiking, mountain
biking, and climbing. However, the region is not immune to tragic fires and
floods, tainting the Colorado Springs
community.
An unsettling number of Colorado
fires this year have destroyed thousands
of acres, notably the West Fork Complex fire in Southern Colorado (burning
110,000 acres) and the Black Forest fire
in El Paso County this June, not far from
CC (burning 16,000 acres), adding to the
ACTIVE LIFE
Eileen Kitrick
Staff Writer
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“I don’t make jokes. I just watch the government and report the facts.”
Will Rogers

C O M M E N T & D E B AT E

Have an opinion to share?
Email Editor Jackson Porreca at

jackson.porreca@coloradocollege.edu.
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What VDP decision says about campus culture
Upon returning to
CC, students were
Maia Wikler
unanimously voicing
Guest Writer
their growing discontent with administrative decisions impacting student
life and campus culture. Most recently,
the sudden end to 24-hour health safety
and security on campus as well as the
cancellation of the infamously beloved
Video Dance Party for the incoming
First-Years, sentimental seniors and NSO
Leaders have had the student body concerned.
Initially I thought the administration
was on a roll [insert sarcasm]. From
buying and transforming the properties bordering Yampa field that had for
years housed cultural traditions, cutting
funding and support for Llamapalooza,
increasing tuition exponentially, I felt
like the school was taking on a sense of
empiric manifest destiny with little consideration for the voice of the student
body. And now, ending another campus
tradition, VDP, during New Student Orientation week has eliminated an event
in which students could express their
love for quirky weirdness in forms of bizarre dress and dance.
While my strong opinion still holds on
the lack of administrative transparency
and seeming lack of interest in maintaining certain integral cultural aspects
of Colorado College, my opinion did shift
on the indefinite cancellation of VDP.
I had been attending FYE mentor
training sessions the week before school
commenced. During the second day of
my preparation to take on the role as
FYE Mentor, Rochelle Mason made an
appearance and gave a short presentation. A brief all encompassing question
and answer session ensued after her

presentation in which one of the students asked what the administrative
motive was behind the cancellation of
the VDP event.
Rochelle Mason made the valid point
that the purpose of NSO week is to introduce new students to a college life of
healthy engagements in academics, social events, and personal well-being. She
argued that VDP during New Student
Orientation week didn’t encourage this
philosophy and instead encouraged 17
and 18-year olds to take part in a night
of excessive drinking and irresponsible
behavior.
As an alternative, the campus proposed
a night of health and athletics, which in
part was a calculated decision to show
off the new multi-million dollar fitness
center but to also inspire a healthy lifestyle while at Colorado College.
At first, I was skeptical about an “athletics night.” It sounded lame and I
doubted the turnout, but my students in
both of the FYE classes I mentor really
enjoyed the activities and found the new
fitness center to be incredible and exciting.
I agree with Rochelle Mason and others who initiated the change that it is
inappropriate to have VDP during New
Student Orientation week, and frankly I
didn’t find VDP to be so spectacular as a
first-year. One fellow Junior student recalled being vomited on in the face by an
upperclassmen while at VDP her freshman year.
While it is important to consider how
the school encourages culture for incoming freshman during their first weeks at
school, it is also vital for the administration and the student body to remember
the priceless value of the current culture
at Colorado College. The culture at this

There is a war
going on in ColoBrad Bachman rado.
Guest Writer
Leaders within
our state legislature are being targeted, as is the integrity of the democratic process outlined
in the Colorado Constitution. The battle
will be waged when special recall elections take place on Sept. 10, and the
results will decide the fate of Pueblo’s
State Senator Angela Giron and Colorado
Springs’ State Senator John Morse.

John Morse was first elected to the
Colorado State Senate in 2006, was reelected in 2010, and currently serves
as Senate President. Formerly serving
as a police officer, EMT, detective, and
police chief here in Colorado Springs,
John Morse has always been focused on
ensuring the safety of Colorado Springs
residents.
This focus has only widened since he
was elected to the State Senate, working on legislation to protect the safety
and rights of all Coloradans. Without
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school needs to be sustained and improved, rather than diminished.
The cancellation of VDP during New
Student Orientation is just a small issue
compared to the importance of administrative transparency regarding actions
that directly impact the student body.
For example, the sudden drastic cut in
Boettcher Health Care hours, increasing
tuition, shockingly expensive additional
program fees for CC blocks abroad, and a
lack of support and resources for mental
health despite the promotional hype, to
name a few.
We students should take pride in the
unique, down to earth, passionate, and
hilarious culture of Colorado College,

and the administration should as well.
Why should VDP be the main event
where everyone floods into the Arc and
dances for hours?
Jumanji, for example, was an innovative and new campus event produced
by student run Playhard Productions,
which was amazing to say the least.
There should be a continuous flow of
creativity to develop new events that
perpetuate the culture on campus, while
maintaining inclusivity and integrity.
The students are an undeniably powerful component of what makes Colorado
College the place we all love. Therefore
we should use our passion, creativity,
and voice to make CC.

the bravery and leadership of Senator
Morse, Coloradans of all sexual orientations would not have equal access to
civil unions, and Colorado would not
be leading the way on gun safety in the
United States.
These historic pieces of legislation and
the rights that Senator Morse has valiantly fought for are in jeopardy if Colorado Springs does not stand up to support him.
Special interest groups and big money
are behind these recall attempts, and
it is time that the voters of District 11
demand who calls the shots. There are
numerous reasons why recalling Senator Morse is a horrendous idea, but this
article will only touch on the most important ones.
Senator Morse is term-limited in 2014.
The Colorado Constitution places term
limits on all of its representatives in the
state legislature, and Senator Morse is
nearing the end of his last term. It is a
disgrace to the democratic process of
Colorado to hold a costly recall election
just one year before Senator Morse will
retire from the state legislature. Holding
this special election almost two months
before regular elections on Nov. 4 will
cost the taxpayers of El Paso County almost $200,000, a poor use of taxpayers’
money.
The wealthy special interest groups
that are behind these recalls do not have

the best interests of Coloradans in mind
and have been misinforming District 11
voters every step of the way. The Basic
Freedom of Defense Fund, a Durangobased group lobbying for the recall
elections, used the out-of-state group
Kennedy Enterprises to hire petition
circulators who collected voters’ signatures in order to hold this recall.
These circulators, some of whom had
criminal backgrounds, intentionally misled voters in order to gather their signatures. They told lies about recent gun
safety legislation and the work Senator
Morse has done in the state legislature.
They even forged voters’ signatures, including a woman who passed away over
two years ago.
Students of Colorado College are all
residents of Senate District 11. For those
of us who are registered to vote in the
district, we must go out to the polls between Sept. 5 and 10 to support Senator
Morse and keep him in office.
Not only are civil union and gun safety
legislation in danger of being appealed,
but the honor and integrity of state
politics in Colorado is also in danger.
We cannot allow wealthy special interest groups with little knowledge about
constituents’ desires to determine the
course of politics in our state. Stand up
to special interest groups and big money; vote NO on the recall of Senator John
Morse!

The recall of State Senator John Morse
POLITICS
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Boettcher decision may put students at risk
Boettcher
Health Center
Jackson Porreca has long been
ComDeb Editor
the first stop
for Colorado
College students in need of medical assistance overnight.
Caring for students confronting a wide
range of medical issues, the convenience
of Boettcher’s on-campus location is a
significant asset for the college’s students at times when they require help
the most.
Recently, the college has significantly
reduced Boettcher’s usefulness for students by choosing to eliminate overnight
services as they extend daytime hours
for nurse practitioners at the center.
While extending the availability of
nurse practitioners during the day
should alleviate congestion—directly
benefitting students—the college’s decision to do so at the expense of overnight
services reflects a misinterpretation of
the immediate health needs of the student body.
Neither does it adequately consider
student behavior around alcohol poisoning.
In an explanation of the decision to
students, Senior Associate Dean of Students and Director of Residential Life
John Lauer wrote that, “Given the excellent emergency health care services
within close proximity of the college
(two emergency rooms located less than
two miles from the college) and limitations and expense of overnight services
that were previously offered at Boettcher, the college made the decision to end
overnight operations.”
Certainly, the college is correct in their
assessment that the top-rate emergency
services nearby our campus can provide students with a level of care that
Boettcher cannot.
In the past, serious cases of alcohol
poisoning have been directed to Penrose
Hospital, and it seems as if the school
now imagines that anyone who has consumed enough alcohol to require a medical assessment of their condition can
benefit from these same services.
We should hope that even before the
school’s recent decision, students and
staff members had reasonable enough
judgment to know when to call an ambulance.
Yet, as many students at this college
likely know, situations of potential alcohol poisoning rarely appear as black and
white.
Particularly in situations where most
or all members of the group have been
drinking, hesitation to get help for a
CAMPUS LIFE

friend is common for a variety of reasons. Calling an ambulance may appear
a drastic step when one is unsure of
whether or not a friend truly needs help.
If the situation appears ambiguous,
some individuals worry about the backlash of putting their friend through a
hospital experience when they could be
okay without it.
Underage students who are unaware
of the specifics of Colorado’s medical
amnesty laws may worry about legal
consequences.
If students did not question the necessity of getting help, as the school’s new
policy suggests is the case, many college
students nationwide would not die due
to alcohol poisoning.
Taking a peer to the friendly student
health center in situations where a
friend’s condition is uncertain presents
a much less intimidating option to get
professional assistance.
In cases where students were unsure
of what to do, Boettcher’s convenient location within walking distance of all the
major dorms and student houses made
it an easy place to get a sober and wellinformed opinion on a friend’s condition.
For this reason, Boettcher Health Center should remain open at night. The
comfort level of students in dealing with
a college-affiliated establishment and
the extreme convenience of its location
make Boettcher a massive asset for students facing difficult decisions about
friends who may need help due to alcohol consumption.
Should the college maintain that such
a schedule does not effectively use the
school’s resources to promote student
health and safety, they must engage in a
greater deal of student outreach around
the issue of alcohol poisoning.
Without the safety net of Boettcher
available, the school should better inform students of their medical options
when faced with a friend who has had
too much to drink.
Overnight services at Boettcher served
a role in responding to alcohol poisoning
on this campus, and the student body
deserves an explanation for how best
to deal with alcohol poisoning without
Boettcher. This will be a necessary part
of mitigating potentially serious issues
with the policy change.
While Mr. Lauer’s email to the student
body helpfully informs students that two
emergency rooms are within two miles
of campus, it does not make clear how
the administration expects students to
get to these locations.
Must students provide their own
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transportation any time that they require medical assistance at night?
Will campus safety shuttle students
in need of urgent medical attention to
these hospitals or must students call an
ambulance?
Answers to these sorts of questions
would demonstrate that the administration understands the negative effects of
the decision to end overnight services at
Boettcher.
Moreover, it would show that Boettcher remains committed to providing stuAugust 15, 2013

Dear President Jill Tiefenthaler,

dents with assistance during medical
emergencies regardless of the time of
day.
Boettcher is an excellent asset for Colorado College students in need of help.
While I am sure that the decision to
eliminate overnight services followed a
thorough review of any and all contingencies, I stand with those members of
the student body concerned about losing such a valuable resource in confronting difficult medical situations around
alcohol.

Today I received my first letter from you as an alumna. It was a heartfelt note
asking for my financial support to help make possible the experience I had at
Colorado College for new and future students. My time at CC was indeed incredible, and I have immense gratitude for all I experienced and learned over the last
four years. It has always been my intention, since the day I received my letter
from the financial aid office, to give back to CC throughout my life, in whatever
amount I could. However, in my last months at CC, as I watched the selection of a
new batch of CC students and learned more about the factors that determine the
young people who make up each new incoming class, my faith in CC’s ability to
truly use my contributions to make this incredible experience available to bright
and deserving students faltered. Financial aid at Colorado College is committed
to making attendance affordable for all admitted students, but what is rarely
talked about is how a prospective student’s family income dramatically impacts
their chance of being admitted. In order for Colorado College to continue to be a
leading academic institution, attracting a diverse group of bright young people,
we must adopt a need-blind admission policy.
I remember so clearly the day I received my acceptance letter from CC. I had almost not applied, knowing that my single mother’s income would not come close
to matching the yearly tuition. When I opened the accompanying letter from the
office of financial aid, I could hardly believe what I saw. My mom and I had tears
of joy streaming down our faces as we called the financial aid office to check that
it was really true. My mind and heart came alive at CC. I loved my classes and my
professors. I loved the block plan and the long hours of discussion, reading and
writing. I loved being an RA and the thriving spiritual life community. It felt like
my hard work and determination in high school was being rewarded through
this incredible opportunity, and I felt assured that other bright and motivated
students without adequate financial means were also being admitted.
During my senior year, my younger brother applied to CC. Having visited me
many times over the last three years he was already a fan of the campus and environment. He had sat in on classes and even jammed with the bluegrass ensemble. My brother graduated from high school with an outstanding GPA of 4.08. He
was an involved student, lead guitarist of his own band, and volunteered in town
with an organization promoting local music. All of my friends at CC felt he was
sure to be admitted. “CC loves legacies!” they told me. Even without the legacy
connection, my brother seemed like an obvious choice for the incoming class
of 2017. His grades and academic qualifications were equal to mine when I applied and I knew his passion for music and his insightful and friendly demeanor
would add so much to the CC community. When I received the tearful call from
my brother explaining that he had not been accepted, I was shocked. Everyone
was shocked.
At first it seemed like there must have been a mistake. I reached out to professors and mentors at CC for an explanation. What I learned was that because CC
is not need-blind, some of the most intelligent, qualified and diverse students
are often rejected and excluded from our community because their particular
family background does not place them in the extremely privileged sliver of the
country’s population that can afford to pay full price. The result of our admission policy is that students who require any amount of financial aid face a far
more competitive and selective admissions process, and many deserving students who would add so much to our community are ultimately rejected. I felt
stuck having to explain to my family why the institution I loved had rejected an
incredibly qualified student seemingly without reason. In my last few months
on campus, I struggled with the reality of belonging to a community whose decisions and policies I do not agree with.
In my family, CC had the chance to create a legacy of lifelong donors, a family
who felt genuine gratitude for the opportunity made possible for them. Instead
I left CC in May with a mix of emotions. I do feel gratitude for my time at CC,
but my sense of pride has been diminished. I have spoken with my professors
about this issue, and they all agree that what would be best for the institution’s
credibility and academic environment in the long run would be to adopt a needblind admissions policy.
Included please find my small financial contribution to Colorado College’s future. As the years progress, I will continue to give what I can out of gratitude
for the professors, chaplains, employers, friends and of course financial aid that
made my incredible last four years possible. I hope that in the future I will also
feel a sense of pride and assurance when I give to CC that a need-blind admission policy is ensuring my contribution is building the best CC possible, one
amazing student at a time.
Sincerely,
Lindsey Pointer, Class of 2013
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